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INTRODUCTION

The Legislative Research Commission authorized by Article

6B of Chapter 120 of the North Carolina General Statutes (G. S.),

is a general -purpose legislative study group. A list of the mem-

bership of the Legislative Research Commission will be found in

Appendix A.

Among the Commission's duties is that of making; or causing

to be made, upon the direction of the Co-Chairmen of the Commission,

such studies of and investigations into
governmental agencies and institutions and
matters of public policy as will aid the
General Assembly in performing its duties
in the most efficient and effective manner
[G. S. 120-30.17(1) ]

.

During the 1979 Session the General Assembly directed

the Legislative Research Commission to conduct a variety of studies,

among which was an examination of the issue of State revenue sharing.

Resolution 67 of the 1979 General Assembly (First Session, 1979),

Appendix B, mandated a study of all aspects of "the concept of

State revenue sharing" and the development of "specific recom-

mendations to the General Assembly on the feasibility of such a

program in North Carolina.

"

The Commission assigned the study of State Revenue Sharing

to its Committee on State Revenue Sharing (hereafter referred to

as the "Committee"). Senator Benjamin D. Schwartz and Represen-

tative E. Graham Bell were appointed the cochairmen. The other

members of the Committee were Senators T. Cass Ballenger, Harold

W. Hardison, Robert B. Jordan, III, and Russell G. Walker;

Representatives John T. Church, Robert L. McAlister, and Betty

D. Thomas; and Mr. John T. Henley, Mr. Bud Black, and Mr. W.

Stanford White.



COMMITTEE PROCEEDINGS

The Committee on State Revenue Sharing has devoted its

four meetings to the examination of the issue of State revenue

sharing in North Carolina, These meetings have stretched over

a five-month period. A list of the witnesses appearing at the

Committee's meetings is attached as Appendix C.

The Committee at its organizational meeting decided to

study the different forms of taxation, the amount of revenue now

available to local units of government, distribution formulas,

costs mandated to the local units of government, and other aspects

of revenue sharing.

More details of the Committee proceedings can be found in

the minutes which are on file in the Legislative Library,



State-Shared Taxes

The present revenue scheme calls for a variety of dis-

tributions of tax money to local units of government by the State.

At present the Department of Revenue collects the follow-

ing taxes for distribution to the local units of government: beer

and wine, intangible personal property, sales and use, and franchise.

No collection cost is withheld by the State for the collection of

the beer and wine and franchise taxes. In addition, the motor

fuels tax is distributed by the Department of Transportation.

The revenue figures for these taxes for 1978-79 are set forth in

Appendix D.

One source of revenue for municipalities is the State

Street-Aid Allocation ("Powell Bill") Funds. This tax is admin-

istered by the Department of Transportation and is distributed

to municipalities for use in the maintenance, repair, or con-

struction of city streets. The municipalities also receive

revenue from the utility franchise tax.

Counties and municipalities receive funds from the in-

tangible personal property tax which is distributed in proportion

to property tax levies. Counties and municipalities in which

beer and wine are lawfully sold receive revenue from State beer

and wine licenses. The local government sales and use tax and

gasoline tax ref\ands are also distributed to counties and muni-

cipalities. The Clean Water Bond Act — Water (Department of

Human Resources) and Sewer (Department of Natural Resources and

Community Development) System Grants for use in paying project

costs are another source of revenue to cities and counties.

Counties receive money to cover the cost of Social

Services under State (and federal) programs of public assistance.

Public health service programs and mental health services are

partially funded by State (and federal) grants administered by



the Department of Human Resources.

These state-shared taxes are described in Appendix E.



Assessment Sales Ratio Study

Since the local property tax constitutes a large portion

of the revenue of local government units, the Committee asked for

a report on the Assessment Sales Ratio Study being conducted by

the Local Government Commission. Chapter 1022 of the 1979 Session

Laws authorized this study.

The property tax base is made up of three components:

real property, tangible personal property, and public service

company property.

Public service company property is appraised annually

by the Ad Valorem Tax Division of the Department of Revenue.

The appraised figures are presumed to be close to 100 per cent

of true value and therefore this property has been excluded from

the study.

Tangible personal property is listed and appraised

annually by county tax supervisors. It is composed of household

personal property (which is impossible to appraise accurately),

motor vehicles (appraised by trade publications, therefore ap-

praised at close to 100 per cent of true value) , and business

inventories (usually listed at book value with accuracy of

appraisals difficult to ascertain) . Due to the difficulty of

obtaining access to the books and income tax returns of business

taxpayers (which would be necessary to determine the accuracy of

appraisals), the study will not include a study of tangible per-

sonal property.

The study will focus on real property and has begion

developing specifications for the study. This study is discussed

more fully in Appendix F.



Methods the State Can Use to Provide

Fiscal Relief to Local Governments

The Committee considered several approaches to the State's

providing fiscal relief to local governments which are outlined in

Appendix G. These methods include the State's assumption of support

for services now financed wholly or in part by local governments;

the State's reimbursement to local governments for local expen-

ditures or tax losses caused by State mandates; authorization

to local governments to levy additional taxes; redesigning tax

laws to decrease money to the State while increasing money to

local governments; the State's payment to local governments for

services rendered in connection with State-owned property; the

State's sending State revenues back to local governments.

The Committee considered arguments raised for and against

revenue sharing. Resolution 67, 1979 Session Laws, listed the

following reasons favoring revenue sharing: The economic well-

being of local government is important to the economic develop-

ment of the^ State; it is beneficial to have spending decisions

made at a level of government which is highly responsive to local

needs; and general purpose aid can compensate for imbalances

among local fiscal capabilities.

The Fiscal Research Section of the Legislative Services

Office called the following additional reasons to the Committee's

attention: The State's taxing power superiority over local govern-

ments; the undesireability and infeasibility of the local govern-

ments' reliance on the property tax as the primary source of

support for governmental services; the potential use of revenue

sharing to counterbalance State mandates requiring local ex-

penditures or causing losses of local revenues; the State's

efficient tax collection mechanism which would require little

administrative effort by local governments; and the improvement

of cash flow for local governments.
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Revenue sharing could provide maximum flexibility in

local Spending, lessen need for lobbying each session of the

General Assembly, and would increase automatically with inflation

and economic growth.

Reasons presented against revenue sharing included:

Divided taxing and spending responsibilities; diversion of

tax collections from one location to another; lack of accounta-

bility in Spending general -purpose aid; lack of attention paid

to statewide priorities; decrease in caution in spending by local

officials of money which they didn't raise; difficulty in modifying

or reversing State aid.



Revenues and Expenditures for County Governments

Appendix N is a detailed statement of the position of

the North Carolina Association of County Commissioners con-

cerning State revenue sharing. The Association is seeking greater

State financial participation in State/county programs of Education

and Hiiman Resources

,

The property tax remains the most important source of

county tax revenue (79 % since 1974). The property tax rates in

North Carolina have remained relatively low compared to other

states. Ninety-nine counties have adopted the local-option sales

tax which is the second most important source of tax revenues.

Following imposition of the sales tax, counties appear to have

stabilized their property tax rates but property taxes appear to

be rising again (raised in 51 counties in 1979/80)

.

State revenues have risen faster than county revenues

and the bases of state revenues have grown faster than assessed

property valuations, the main tax base for local government.

State-mandated services have also risen and now account

for the bulk of all expenditures by counties when capital outlays

are included. In the area of education, the percentage of state

and federal support has declined while county financing has

increased.



Revenues and Expenditures for Municipalities

The North Carolina League of Municipalities presented

the following goals to the Committee in the area of State Revenue

Sharing (as listed in Appendix H)

.

The distribution of beer and wine tax revenues (over

$7.5 million in 1978/79) should continue to be based on the

present percentage share.

Any repeal of the intangibles tax should be justifiable

on broad pioblic policy grounds and should be accompanied by a

replacement of revenue loss to municipal government.

The local option sales tax is the source of $57 million

annually in revenue to municipalities and the League is not

recommending any change in the 1% local rate.

The utility franchise tax produces over $41 million in

taxes annually and the League recommends no change in the tax

rate or distribution.

The motor fuels tax produces over $34 million annually

to municipalities. If the tax rate is increased, the League

urges that the percentage rate for distribution to municipalities

be maintained.

The profits from ABC revenues are an important source

of revenue to some municipalities. The League proposes that the

sharing of these revenues by the State and local governments be

equalized by increasing the local portion of these revenues.

Non-Carrier Airport and Public Transportation Grants

are now in place and the League urges increases in these grants

as well as restoration of recreation grants for the purchase of

land and construction of recreation facilities.

The League urges the passage of "circuit breaker" legis-

lation wherein the State bears all or part of the cost of property

9



tax exemptions which would prevent further erosion of the municipal

tax base. It also calls for restoration of State funding for the

Law Enforcement Officers' Benefit and Retirement Fund.

10



The Ad Valorem Tax Division of the Department of Revenue

The Committee studied the role of the Ad Valorem Tax

Division which is a service agency for local units of government

in their administration of the property tax. The information

presented by the Division is set forth in Appendix I.

The Division supervises the administration of the property

tax system by local units of government, appraises the property

of all public service companies in the State and allocates the

value to local taxing units, and serves as the staff of the

Property Tax Commission.

The Division is totally funded from the intangibles

tax ($254,374.31 in 1974).

The Division feels that taxpayers in North Carolina

are very negative about taxes, particularly the property tax.

One of the reasons for anger at the property tax is the dramatic

increase in real property values caused by the eight-year re-

appraisal cycle (especially in inflationary times) and poor

appraisal work.

Additional staffing, training, computerization and modern-

ization of tax offices could aid property tax administration and

reduce taxpayer complaints. With regard to the eight-year

system, the Division feels the four-year adjustments should be

mandated and enforced and eventually the capability of appraising

real property annually should be developed.

With regards to the utility properties, the Division

feels that possibly, except for the railroads, no statewide action

will be brought against the property tax system. The Division

received eight utility appeals in 1978.

The State could assist counties in appraising business

inventories through use of income tax returns. However, there

are some cases in which business property still will not be

11



assessed.

In the area of tangible personal property, the Division

states that 2.7% of the property tax base is comprised of house-

hold property, but 9,55% of a tax office's administrative costs

are derived from this property. Repeal of the tax (which would

be politically popular and simplify tax administration) would

shift the tax burden to some extent from homeowners to business

taxpayers and landlords.

The Division favors the use of periodic assessment-ratio

studies to evaluate a county's administration of the property tax,

12



The Division of Medical Assistance

of the Department of Human Resources

The Division of Medical Assistance furnished the Committee

with requested statistical data and comparison tables, attached

as Appendix J.

The Division served 388,000 people in 1978/79 who were

among the State's poorest citizens. Thirty-nine percent were

aged, blind or disabled and consumed seventy-five percent of

the dollars spent. Health care in general is subject to the

highest rates of inflation. According to the Division, a few

people cost a great deal and a few services seem to be draining

the budget

.

The units of government which fund the services have

very little control over their scope, duration, and intensity

and the quality of care which is determined by the physician.

Federal guidelines operate in the areas of rates and eligibility.

In 1978/79 counties spent $271 million for all human

services of which $23 million was Medicaid.
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North Carolina's System of Governmental Finance

Mr. Charles D. Liner, Assistant Director of the Institute

of Government, presented information to the Committee on the back-

groiind and current status of the State's system of Governmental

Finance. His remarks are attached as Appendix K.

In many states local governments are responsible for

providing and financing services at the local level whereas in

North Carolina the State has accepted the responsibility. The

State has assumed the financial responsibility in some instances

(schools), taken over local government functions (roads), and

shared state revenue sources with local units of government

(see State-Shared Taxes).

In North Carolina financial responsibility for government

services is centralized at the state level to a greater degree

than elsewhere. In 1976/77 the State financed 70% of total

State and local expenditures from North Carolina revenue sources,

in contrast to an average of 55.5% for all states.

North Carolina's scheme of governments is simple and

avoids the complex, overlapping, and fragmented nature of govern-

ment schemes of many other states,

Mr. Liner listed the benefits of centralized fiscal

responsibility, which include: Fiscal equalization throughout

the State; reduced reliance on local property tax; and greater

reliance on the progressive state system of taxation.

He outlined the three approaches now used by the State

to share revenues (see also State-Shared Taxes): Formula grants

for education, health, welfare, and social services programs; the

State's assumption of administrative and financial responsibility

for some functions traditionally provided by local governments;

and the sharing of State revenues and tax base with local govern-

ments.
14



The following reasons for the State's provision of

additional assistance to local units of government were pre-

sented to the Committee: The ability to raise property tax

revenues to finance mandated services differs according to the

income and wealth of the counties which results in inequalities.

Local property tax increases meet an undue amount of opposition

from citizens who feel frustrated in attempts to protest federal

and State taxes. The speedy increase in State tax revenues iS

not reflected in the local tax base which is frozen between

revaluations and often requires increases in property tax rates

to meet the effects of inflation and increased demand for services,

The demands on growing state revenues may actually decrease

during the next decade. Further, if a reduction in taxes is

required, it may be preferable to reduce property taxes rather

than State income and sales taxes,

Mr. Liner outlined three alternatives for increased

State revenue sharing: Increased State funding for statewide

programs; increased state-shared revenue sources; and the creation

of a State system of general revenue-sharing.

15



Fiscal Issues Affecting Local Governments in 1980

The Fiscal Research Section of the Legislative Service

Office presented information to the Committee on fiscal issues

affecting local governmental units which may be addressed by

the Second Session of the 1979 General Assembly.

At present the following issues are being studied:

School finance, school facility needs, state-local social services

programs, state revenue sharing, and state aid to area mental

health programs.

In addition, the following potential fiscal issues were

listed by the staff (Appendix L) : An increase in the local-option

sales tax; neutralization of the loss to local governments from

the homestead property tax exemption; State aid to less affluent

counties in connection with property tax administration; funding

for the Law Enforcement Officers' Benefit and Retirement Fund

(See Revenues and Expenditures for Mvinicipalities) ; a return to

the 1977/78 ratios for reimbursement for support of persons in

nursing and rest homes; State aid to cover county cost overr\ins

in the Medicaid program; additional State aid for Area Mental

Health Programs and elimination of local matching requirements;

additional aid to municipalities for street maintenance and

construction; and increased costs for transportation and heating

fuel for schools.

16



Options for State Revenue Sharing

The Fiscal Research Staff of the Legislative Services

Office prepared a chart on the options which were available to

the Committee in the area of State revenue sharing (see Appendix

M) .

The Committee first studied the issue of whether or not

there should be additional aid to local units of government.

If a need for additional aid is determined, the routes would be

through distribution of direct appropriations or additional

revenues

.

Direct appropriations could be distributed categorically

or as general purpose aid (general revenue sharing)

.

Additional revenues could be distributed in the form

of a share of State taxes or the allowance of more local option

revenues

.

Following decisions on the form of general revenue to

be utilized, the Committee has available several factors to be

used to determine the basis of distribution. The factors are

the program need, ability to pay, population, a flat amo\int per

local unit, or a combination of these.

The staff described several mechanisms the Committee

could use to effect State revenue sharing, including aid in

the area of property tax administration, restructuring aid to

counties, and restructuring Powell Bill aid to municipalities.

17
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Representative John R. Gamble, Jr.

Representative H. Parks Helms

Representative John J. Hunt

Representative Lura S. Tally

Senate President Pro Tempore
W. Craig Lawing, Chairman

Senator Henson P. Barnes

Senator Melvin Daniels, Jr.

Senator Carolyn Mathis

Senator R. C. Soles, Jr.

Senator Charles Vickery
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APPENDIX B

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA

SESSION 1979

RATIFIED BILL

BESOLDTICH 67

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 1299

A JOINT BESCLUTION ADTHOBIZING TBE LEGISLATIVE BESEABCH

CCKHISSICN TO STUDY STATE BEVEHUE SHABING.

Shereas, the economic well-being of local government in

North Carolina is important to the continued economic development

of the State; and

Whereas, general purpose State aid, such as a State

Eevenue Sharing Program, allows the people of North Carolina to

set government spending priorities at a level of government

highly responsive to local needs; and

Whereas, a program of general purpose aid is one method

fcr compensating for imbalances among local fiscal capabilities;

New, therefore, be it resolved by the House of Bepresentatives,

the Senate concurring:

Section (. The Legislative Research Commission may

studj the feasibility of a State revenue sharing program for

North Carolina municipalities and counties.

Sec. 2. The Commission may make a thorough and

comprehensive study and review of the concept of State revenue

sharing, or other forms of State aid for general purpose local

governments, and make specific recommendations to the General

Assembly on the feasibility of such a program in North Carolina.

The Commission may, among other things, specifically investigate
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carrent revenue trends of fflunicipalities and counties, and State

reverue scucces to fund a State revenue sharing program.

Sec. 3. The Connission nay call upon the Departnent of

Bevenue to cooperate with it in its study, and the Secretary of

Revenue shall insure that its employees and staff provide full

and timely assistance to the Commission in the execution of its

duties. The Commission may also call upon officials of municipal

and county governments to assist in its study.

Sec. 4. The Commission may report the results of its

stud J to the |98| General Assembly.

Sec. 5. This resolution shall become effective upon

ratification.

In the General Assembly read three times and ratified,

this the 8th day of June, |979.

JAMES C. GREEN

James C. Green
.

President of the Senate

CARL J. STEWART, JR.

Carl J. Stewart, Jr.

Speaker of the House of Representatives

House Joint Resolution 1299
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Director
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Schedule A

Beer and Wine Tax - Distribution to Local Governments

Distribution Rate:

Prior to Subsequent to
October 1, 1979 October 1, 1979

Beer Tax Collections 23-3/4% 23-3/4%
Wine (Unfortified) Collections 50% 62%
Wine (Fortified) Collections -0- 22%

Distribution Formula ; Net beer and wine tax collections distributed on per
capita basis, excluding from the basis the population of those areas (defined

and prohibited) in which it is not legal to sell beer and wine.

Rate of Tax Levied by the Revenue Laws;

Beer - $15 per 31-gallon barrel or 53.376^ per gallon for sizes less than
one-fourth barrel

Wine (Unfortified) - 21<? per liter (80? per gallon)
Wine (Fortified) - 24? per liter (90<? per gallon)
Wine (Fortified &. unfortified) manufactured in North Carolina from

fruit and berries grown principally in North Carolina - 1 1/4? per liter

(5? per gallon)

N. C. Department of Revenue
November 1, 1979
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Schedule B

Intangibles Tax - Distribution to Local Governments

Distribution Rate : All intangibles taxes, less the following costs or
credits, are distributed to local governments:

Operating cost of Intangibles Tax Division $1,142,269
Intangibles tax credit on franchise tax 1,882,367
Operating cost of Ad Valorem Tax Division and

Property Tax Commission 254,375
Expenses of Property Tax Study Committee

(non-recurring) 7,065
Total $3,286,076

Distribution Formula ;

a. Collections on money on deposit in banks and on funds on
deposit with insurance companies are allocated to each
county in the State on the basis of the latest estimates
of population.

b. Allocation of the tax on all other classes of intangible
property is made on the basis of actual collections from
each county. The total amount allocated to each county
Is then divided between the county and all municipalities
therein in proportion to the total amoiont of ad valorem
taxes levied by each during the fiscal year immediately
preceding the distribution.

Rate of Tax Levied by the Revenue Laws :

a. 10? per $100 on money on deposit in banks and funds on
deposit with insurance companies

b. 25? per $100 on all other intangibles

N. C. Department of Revenue
November 1, 1979
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Schedule C

Sales and Use Taxes - Distribution to Local Governments

Distribution Rate : 1% rate on those transactions which the State taxes

at the rate of 3%. (Mecklenburg County levy limited to $10 on one sale).

Distribution Formula ; County Commissioners choose either the per capita
method or the ad valorem method.

a. Per Capita Method: The net proceeds of the tax collected in a

county are distributed to the taxing county and municipalities
on a population basis.

b. Ad Valorem Basis: The net proceeds of the tax collected in

a taxing county are divided between the county and municipalities
therein in proportion to the total amount of ad valorem taxes
levied by each during the fiscal year next preceding the distribution.

Rate of Tax Levied by the Revenue Laws: 37o plus 1% local levy.

N. C. Department of Revenue
November 1, 1979
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Schedule D

Franchise Tax - Distribution to Local Governments

Distribution Rate : 37o of gross receipts from the sale of electricity,
telephone service, piped gas, water, and sales of other similar public
service companies within each municipality.

Distribution Formula : Sales by the above referred to public service
companies for business conducted within each municipality are determined
from reports filed with the Department of Revenue and 37o of the amount thus
determined is allocated to the municipality in which the sale was made.

Rate of Tax Levied by the Revenue Laws : 6% with the 3% being allocated to
municipalities

N. C. Department of Revenue
November 1, 1979
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Schedule E

Motor Fuels Tax - Distribution to Local Governments

Distribution Rate ; 1? tax on each gallon of motor fuel sold in North
Carolina.

Distribution Formula ; Seventy-five percent (75%) of said funds shall be

distributed among the several eligible municipalities of the State in the
percentage proportion that the population of each eligible municipality bears
to the total population of all eligible municipalities according to the most
recent annual estimates of population as certified to the Secretary of Revenue
by the Secretary of the North Carolina Department of Administration. This
annual estimation of population shall include increases in the population within
the municipalities caused by annexations accomplished through July 1 of the
calendar year in which these funds are distributed. Twenty-five percent (25%)

of said fund shall be distributed among the several eligible municipalities of

the State in the percentage proportion that the mileage of public streets in

each eligible municipality which does not form a part of the highway system
bears to the total mileage of the public streets in all eligible municipalities
which do not constitute a part of the State highway system, .

Rate of Tax Levied by the Revenue Laws; 9^ per gallon.

N. C. Department of Revenue

November 1, 1979
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NORTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
Cost Per $100 Net Collections

Fiscal Year 1977-78

Tax Division

Inheritance & Gift Tax $ 1.96

Privilege License Tax 10.54
Beverage Tax .29
Cigarette Tax 1.16
Soft Drink Tax .69

Corporate Income &
Franchise Tax .23

Individual Income Tax .96

Sales & Use Tax .84

Intangibles Tax 3.09

Gasoline Tax .28

ALL DIVISIONS $ .79

1977-78 Net Collections $2,544,946,890 and Total Department
Cost $19,997,608. Net Collections include Beverage Tax $12,921,962;
Franchise Tax $27,513,624; Sales and Use Tax $154,832,251; and
Intangibles Tax $35,117,419 collected by the Department of Revenue
for local governments and distributed back to local governments.
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vHLAN E BOYLES State and Local Govcr
and the Local (juci

m, lit Finance Divisi

>n»icnt Cotnmission

PUBLICATION #116
(Revised April 1979)

INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE SOURCES

Available to Local Governments and Public Authorities

in North Carolina

February, 1975

INTRODUCTION

The Local Government Commission (a division of the Department of the State Treasurer)

offers this information for local government people who need such information in brief form.

The table of contents indicates that primary coverage is State-shared revenues. Many of these

sources have been available for decades; some are new.

The second section covers a few selected Federal programs, most of which are administered by

departments of State government. Our purpose in this area is not complete coverage, since in these

changing times other thick volumes have been published and updated from time to time. For ex-

ample, the 1974 Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, published in June 1974 by Executive

Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, is the eighth edition. The first edition

was published in December, 1965. The Catalog is a comprehensive publication, including detailed

information on programs of assistance available from the Federal level of government.

Each local unit should determine whether the State-shared revenues, as indicated, are being

currently received. If not, the local unit should make inquiry with the appropriate State depart-

ment.

As with all other publications, we are receptive to the readers' suggestions for improvement.
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NOTICE TO CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
AUDITING COUNTIES OR MUNICIPALITIES

The North Carolina Department of Revenue has arranged for their Tax Research Division to

respond to all confirmation requests relative to county and municipal financial statement audits.

Tliis will facilitate responses to such confirmation requests for the Accountants and for the Depart-

ment of Revenue. Therefore, in the future, it is urged that all confirmation requests to the Depart-

ment of Revenue be addressed to the Tax Research Division and not to the separate Tax Divisions.

Also, only one letter or form need be used to make confirmation requests for all of the following

taxes:

Refund of Sales and Use Tax Paid

Local Government Sales and Use Tax
Intangible Personal Property Tax

Beer and Wine Excise Tax

Franchise Tax
Refund of Gasoline Tax Paid

In requesting confirmations, it will be preferable, but not necessary, for the public account-

ing firm to specify in one letter all of the counties and municipalities for which they desire con-

firmations. Unless requested otherwise, disbursement of all of the above listed payments will be

confirmed even if the request apphes only to one of the taxes. Confirmation requests should be

addressed to:

Tax Research Division

North CaroUna Department of Revenue

Post Office Box 25000
Raleigh, North Carolina 27640

The Department of Revenue has concluded that since the information being requested is

public information, the Department will honor requests made directly by the accounting firm,

making it unnecessary to obtain the signature of a local government official.
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STATE-SHARED TAXES
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Statutory Reference

Administered by

Clean Water Bond Act - Sewer System Grants

Eligible Recipients

Action required by Unit

Restrictions or Limi-

tations on Use of

Money

Scheduled payment

Date or Dates

Accounting Treatment

Audit Requirements

On Request by Client

Confirmation is Avail-

able to CPA from

1971 Session Laws, Chapter 909, as amended by Chapter 232 of 1973 Session Laws

N. C. Department of Natural & Economic Resources, Division of Environmental Management

Counties, municipalities, sanitary districts, metropoUtan sewerage districts, any other political

subdivision empowered to provide wastewater coUection systems or treatment works for the

public.

Application for grant must be fUed with the N. C. Department of Natural and Economic Resource

Proceeds to be used to pay project costs, in compliance with Rules and Regulations adopted

pursuant to the Clean Water Bond Act of 1971

Progress or lump sum payments as determined by and authorized by the administering State

Department

Special Reports Required

Establish and maintain a Capital Project Fund for each project. This fund should account

for all money used in financing the project.

See Rules and Regulations, Section 19.0, Audit of Projects

N. C. Department of Natural and Economic Resources, Division of Environmental Managemen

P. 0. Box 27687

Raleigh, North Carolina 2761

1

As requested by Division of Environmental Management
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and Public Aulhorilics in North Can»liua

Name or Purpose

Statutory Reference

Administered by

Eligible Recipients

Action required by Unit

Restrictions or Limi-

tations on Use of

Money

Scheduled payment

Date or Dates

Accounting Treatment

FEDERAL GR/.iNT'J OR LOANS

Farmers Home Administration Grants or Loans for Water and Sewer Systems in Rural Communiti

Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of 1961 ,
as amended

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Municipalities, counties and sanitary districts outside of urbanized areas.

Call or write your County Supervisor, Farmers Home Administration. Loans have been made

by FHA to many towns for this purpose, but grants may be more difficult to justify.

Audit Requirements

Confirmation

Available to

CPA from

Proceeds to be used only for project costs as provided in loan agreement with Farmers

Home Administration

Grants are paid last as work progresses.

Loans are paid after work is approximately 75% completed.

Establish and maintain a Capital Project Fund to account for all revenue and costs of the

project, in accordance with Local Government Budget and Fiscal Control Act.

Covered by regular annual audit by an independent CPA.

Documents in client's office.

Special Reports Required As requested by Farmers Home Administration.
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APPENDIX F

STATEMENT TO COMMITTEE ON STATE REVENUE SHARING

by J. D. Foust

November 2, 1979

Chapter 1022 of the 1979 Session Laws appropriates $150,000 to the

Department of State Treasurer to be "used by The Local Government Commission

for the sole purpose of making or contracting to have made a study of the

ratio of appraised value of real and personal property to its true value in

each county and publishing the results of the study . .
." The legislation

does not direct the Local Government Commission to report the study's

results to any specified agency or official, nor does it direct that any

analysis be made of the results or the development of recoirunendations based

thereon. It may have been intended that the results be used in conjuntion

with a recommendation of the Governor's Commission on Public School Finance

that state financial support of the public school system should take into

account "variations in fiscal ability among administrative units."

In our efforts to carry out the responsibilities assigned to the

Department of State Treasurer by Chapter 1022, we have formed an ad-hoc

advisory committee with representatives from the Institute of Government,

Ad Valorum Tax Division of the Department of Revenue, State Board of

Education, and Land Records Office. Since July we have worked closely with

Individuals on the committee and have talked with a number of consultants

who perform assessment sales ratio studies.

Defining the problem which this study is to address has been very

Interesting. The property tax base is made up of three components: real

property, tangible personal property, and the property of public service

companies.



The property of public service companies is appraised annually by

the Ad Valorem Tax Division of the Department of Revenue. It can be safely

assumed that the ratio of appraised to true value of this component of

the tax base is very close to 100 percent. Therefore, we have assumed

that this property would be excluded from the study.

Tangible personal property is listed and appraised annually by the

county tax supervisors. Thus, in theory, the valuation of this component

of the tax base represents 100 percent of true value. Tangible personal

property falls into three broad categories: (1) household personal

property (including farm machinery); (2) motor 'Jehicles; and (3) business

inventories, machinery, and equipment. Of these, business inventories,

machinery, and equipment account for about 70 percent of taxable value and

motor vehicles represent about 20 percent. Household personal property

and agricultural machinery make up the remaining 10 percent.

Since motor vehicles are appraised by use of trade publications, it

can be assumed that this portion of the tax base is now being appraised

at close to 100 percent of true value.

Household personal property is impossible to appraise with any acceptable

degree of accuracy. Most counties now use a more or less arbitrary percentage

of the value of one's residence or a multiple of monthly rent to estimate

the value of household personal property. A study to validate these

percentages would be possible, but the cost of doing so would be greatly

out of proportion to the significance of the results to the overall tax base.

Business inventories are listed for taxation by dollar amount rather

than by item. Thus, for this type of property, listing and appraisal are

simultaneous acts. Most counties require taxpayers to list business
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Inventory at its book value as of the close of the taxpayer's fiscal year.

This value is routinely accepted as the "true value" of the property. The

only "appraisal" of inventories conducted is periodic audit of the tax-

payer's books or comparison of inventory value listed for property taxation

with that claimed on the taxpayer's income tax return. Well conducted

audit programs (which do not exist in some counties) reveal some underlisting

(and therefore under-appraisal) of business inventories, but there are no

data on which to base a statewide estimate of the extent of this practice.

There is no prevailing method of appraising business machinery and

equipment. A few counties rely on taxpayer-supplied figures as in the

case of inventories. Others secure professional appraisals of manufacturing

machinery during octennial revaluation years and depreciate those values to

a pre-determined residual until the next revaluation. Increasingly, counties

are turning to a method known as trending, which corresponds to the replacement-

cost-new-less-depreciation method of appraising real property. As in the case

of inventories, the appraisal of machinery and equipment relies heavily on

audit techniques requiring access to the taxpayer's books and income tax

returns.

The foregoing summary of the techniques of appraising personal property

leads to the conclusion that it is not feasible to carry out that portion

of Chapter 1022 mandating a study of the ratio of appraised value of personal

property to true value--certainly not within the funds appropriated for the

study. With the exception of motor vehicles, such a study would require

access to the books and income tax returns of business taxpayers. The State

Treasurer is not among the public officials allowed access to income tax

returns by G.S. 105-259, and it is doubtful that public officials have such
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access could lawfully exercise that right in aid of a statewide sales ratio

study that is not directly related to their official duties. Without

subpoena powers, the State Treasurer has no right of access to business

taxpayers' business records. Even if these rights of access did exist,

there are no generally accepted techniques for conducting ratio studies of

personal property and, to our knowledge, no competent assistance available

to devise such techniques at reasonable cost. Our conclusion is that the

study must either assume that all taxable personal property is now listed

for taxation at 100 percent of true value or assume some lesser percentage.

We have concluded that it is practical to focus the study on the

real property tax base. Specifications for the study are being developed

and a Request For Proposal (RFP) is being written. We expect to mail the

RFP to prospective contractors very shortly.
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APPENDIX G

RoiTiairks to
THE LCGISLATIVt: Ri:SEAJ<Cil STUDY COMMlTTFr;] 0\' STATE

REVENUE SHARING
by

Frank Justico, Director, I-'i.scal Research Division

From a technical standpoint, there are several basic approaches

to the State's providincj fiscal relief to local gover imients

:

(1) The State can assume support of services presently financed

by local governments.

(2) The State can assume a larger share of the support of

existing shared-cost programs.

(3) The State can reimburse local governments in whole or in

part for local expenditures or tax losses caused by State mandates.

(4) The State can authorise local governments to levy additional

taxes (although for some governments this would be like taxing public

assistance recipients to pay for that program)

.

(5) The State can design its tax laws in sucli a way that, while

its revenues are reduced, there is a gain to local governments. An

example of this device is the exemption from the 9<: per gallon motor

fuel tax of gasoline purchased by local boards of education for use

in public school transportation.

(6) The State can make payments in lieu of taxes to local

governments for services rendered by those governments in connection

with State-owned property, such as fire and police protection and

garbage removal.

(7) The State can send State revenues back to local governments.

Since this Ccmmittoo'" interest is primariiv in item (7) nbov'^,

it would be useful to look first at some of the pros and cons of

revenue sharing and then to examine the two basic forms of it.
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WHY REVENUE SHARING?

According to the preamble of Resolution 67 of 1979, which

authorized the study of rivenue sharing:

(1) The economic well-being of local government is

important to the economic development of the State.

(2) General purpose aid accommodates spending decisions

at a level of government which is highly responsive to local

needs.

(3) General purpose aid can be designed to compensate for

imbalances among local fiscal capabilities.

Additionally:

(4) The State's taxing powers are far superior to those

of local governments.

(5) Most local governments are within reach of the upper

limit of reliance on the unpopular and relatively inelastic

property tax as a source of support for governmental ^j^.^. vices,

while their needs continue to grow.

(6) Revenue sharing can be used to counterbalance State

mandates which either require local expenditures or cause losses

of potential local revenues.

(7) The efficient mechanism for tax collection by the

State is already in place, and very little administrative

effort is required on the part of local governments.

(8) Revenue sharing improves cash flow for local

governments.

And strictly from the standpoint of local gover nrr.ents

:
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(9) General purpose aid can provide maximum flexi-

bi] ity in local spending.

(10) If revenue sharing is tied to a specific tax,

(a) requests for aid do not have to be repeated

with every session of the General Assembly; and

(b) the amount of aid tends to increase automatically

with inflation and economic growth.

But:

(1) Critics of revenue sharing point to the undesirable

aspects of:

(a) Divided taxing and spending responsibilities.

(b) The diversion of tax collections from one

location to another.

(c) The lack of accountability in the spending of

general purpose aid.

(2) If the aid is in the form of a share of a specific

tax or taxes, the amount lost by the State is not controllable

by specific act of the General Assembly.

(3) If total flexibility in spending is permitted,

revenue sharing does not take statewide priorities into account.

(4) Local officials may tend to be less cautious in the

spending of funds which they did not have to raise.

., (5) Once in place, it is all but impossible to modify or

reverse an item of State aid.
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BASIC FORMS OF REVENUE
SHARING

Appropriation of a sum
certain for block grants
(Example: federal
revenue sharing)

B.
Sharing the proceeds of
specific taxes (Examples:
State Franchise and
Beverage taxes presently
shared with local governments)

Considerations :

(1) Controllable as
to amount by the
General Assembly.

(2) Easily reviewed at
each session of the
General Assembly.
Aid to counties only,
to municipalities
only, or to both?
Returning money to
the localities which
generated the revenues
is not a serious con-
sideration, which means
that an equitable
distribution formula
must be developed.

(3)

Considerations :

(1) Different taxes grow
at different rates.

(2) Share a tax not now
shared, or increase the
proportion of a tax
presently shared?

(3) Extend sharing to counties
of taxes now shared only
with municipalities?

(4) Uncontrollable as to
amount

.

(5) Seldom reviewed by the
General Assembly.

(6) General redistribution of
revenues, or send the
money back to where it

came from?
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APPENDIX H

STATEMENT
of the

NORTH CAROLINA LEAGUE OF MUNICIPALITIES
before the

COMMITTEE ON STATE REVENUE SHARING
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COMMISSION

December 13, 1979

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Lady and Gentlemen, I am Leigh Wilson,

Executive Director of the North Carolina League of Municipalities and

our organization of 440 cities and towns Is pleased to have this opportunity

to share with you our views regarding state revenue sharing as It relates

to municipal government.

In today's uncertain economic climate and with the leveling off or

actual decline in state government revenues. It Is a time when fiscal

constraints are necessary at all levels of government. Therefore, we

request that you give consideration to continuing current state revenue

sharing with municipalities at current levels and to the prospect of

providing modest increases in shared revenues for municipal functions or

services that directly contribute to the economic growth and development

of the entire state.

Municipal officials are anxious to work in concert with the state

to provide the services and facilities at the local level that are

essential for the sound growth and economic development of North Carolina.

To this end, I would like to outline several alternatives for the committee's

consideration.

First, I would like to submit our recommendations regarding the

state shared revenues which were outlined for you by the Department of

Revenue at your last meeting.

A. Beer and wine tax - The distribution of the beer and wine tax

to municipalities in 1978-79 amounted to over $7.5 million. We
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are basically pleased with the present distribution formula,

which was effective October 1, 1979, and if any increase or

other change is made In the rate of taxation; we respectfully

request that the present percentage share remain the same.

B. Intangibles tax - We are well aware of the fact that the

intangibles tax is a controversial levy and there is strong

support in the General Assembly for repeal. I would remind

the committee that the last session of the General Assembly

repealed a part of this tax on checking accounts resulting in

a loss of approximately $600,000 for local governments. We

can only restate our long-standing policy that the League will

resist repeal or reduction in the intangible property tax

unless it can be Justified on broad public policy grounds and

unless it is accompanied by a replacement of the present and

future revenue loss to municipal governments.

C. Sales and use tax - The local option sales tax produces almost

$57 million annually for municipalities and at present all but

7 of North Carolina's active cities and towns share this

valued revenue source. These 7, all located in one county,

may also share this revenue if the voters approve this levy in

the May Referendum. We do not recommend any change in the IZ

local rate, but we do recommend that if any exemptions or

reductions are considered in the state's 3X schedule that the

resulting revenue loss to local governments be replaced by

state funds, either by revising other parts of the state's

sales tax schedule or from other state sources.
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D. Utility franchise tax - This tax produces over $A1 Billion

annually under what we consider a very equitable and uniform

means for levying a reasonable tax on utility companies for

the privilege of using the public rights-of-way. We would

reconmend no change In the rate of taxation or the method of

distribution and we would oppose sharing this revenue with any

other political subdivision as being unjustified, because only

the state and its municipal governments provide public rights-

of-way for public utility companies.

E. Motor fuels - Municipalities receive over $3A million annually

from a one cent gas tax levy to assist with the construction

and maintenance of Municipal streets, known generally as the

"Powell Bill". As of July, 1979, there were 11,954 miles of

municipal streets which represents approximately 11% of the

total highway and street mileage in the state. This present

one cent gasoline tax now represents approximately HZ of the

total nine cent state tax which is an equitable sharing that

should be continued.

If the recommendation is made to the 1981 General Assembly to

increase the state gasoline tax, we strongly recommend that

this same percentage for sharing this revenue with municipalities

for local streets be maintained. An adequate system of urban

highways and municipal streets is absolutely essential for the

growth and development of the entire state.
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ABC Revenue

The distribution of the profits from the operation of ABC stores in

many locations across the state is an itni^ortant source of revenue to

those municipalities which have municipal ABC systems, and those which

share in the revenues of county-wide systems. For many years, the

state's share of the proceeds, in the form of a tax, and the local

share, in the form of net revenues, were about equal. However, at

present the state's share is substantially greater—about $42.7 million

(57. 8Z) compared to the local share of $31.2 million (A2.2%). It is one

of our goals to once again equalize the sharing by increasing the local

portion of these revenues.

State Grants

(1) Non-Carrier Airport Grants - The General Assembly has appropriated

$7.2 million for the 1979-81 blennium for state matching grants for

non-carrier airports. This financial assistance for airport development

is now more Important than ever before because of airline deregulation.

These airports will play an Increasingly Important part in the

economic development of this state and we respectfully request your

consideration for increases in these grants based upon the needs

study prepared by the Department of Transportation.

(2) Public Transportation Grants - The General Assembly has also recognized

the need to assist municipalities in providing public transportation

systems, particularly in our larger cities. The appropriation for

these grants for 1979-81 is $2.68 million. These grants are for

capital Improvements only and we recommend that you Increase these

grants and also consider making these funds available for the

operation of public transportation systems.
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In support of both recommendations, I urge the committee to obtain

copies of the Airport and Public Transportation Needs Study that

has been prepared by the Department of Transportation and now Is in

the process of being updated. This report well demonstrates the

growing need for further financial assistance for airports and

public transportation systems If this state Is to compete with our

neighboring states In attracting new business and Industry In the

decade ahead.

(3) Recreation Grants - In years past, the General Assembly saw fit to

make modest grants to local governments for the development of

public recreation facilities to supplement the declining federal

grants. The current state budget does not Include grants for this

purpose even though federal grants continue to decline. We respectfully

request that the General Assembly place a higher priority on the

development of a system of state and local government recreation

facilities, and in doing so, consider restoring grants to local

governments for the purchase of land and the construction of recreation

facilities. An Improved, more accessible, state and local system

providing adequate recreation for all citizens is another important

factor in the economic development of North Carolina.

Property Tax - Circuit Breaker

The ad valorem property tax is and will continue to be the major

source of revenue for municipalities. In recent years at each session

of the General Assembly, additional property tax exemptions have been

provided for the elderly, disabled and economically disadvantaged. For

the most part, it is difficult to quarrel with this type of tax relief.



However, municipalities are compelled to resist further erosion of the

municipal tax base. Municipalities cannot keep pace with spiraling

Inflation and meet the demands for reasonable levels of service if their

major source of revenue is eroded further.

We request that a new type of state revenue sharing be considered.

This is the so-called "circuit breaker" type of legislation where the

state from state revenues bears all or part of the cost of the property

tax exemptions. 35 states now provide some type of circuit breaker tax

relief for their local governments and we believe the time has come for

the state to assume its share of cost of providing tax relief for deserving

property owners. We will be pleased to furnish you with recommended

plans for this type of legislation.

State Share of General Revenue Sharing

The next session of Congress may alter the requirements for the

distribution of the state's share of federal General Revenue Sharing.

Apparently, there will be a major effort to reduce or eliminate entirely

approximately $50 million the state now receives from this federal

entitlement program. As an alternative, there appears to be congressional

support for requiring states to target these funds for certain purposes

or to require the state to pass through to local governnents the state's

share.

Let me make it very clear that the League of Municipalities strongly

supports the continuation of the state's share of General Revenue Sharing

in its present form. We have pledged this support to Governor Hunt and

advised the North Carolina Congressional Delegation of this position.

However, in the event the Congress decides to make some change in the

state's allocation and if they should determine that the state's share

should be passed through to local governments, we respectfully request
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your consideration of two possible alternatives: (1) Pass through these

funds to local governments based on the current revenue sharing formula

for distribution to counties, cities and towns. Or (2) If the state is

required to target these funds for the support of local government, we

suggest providing additional funding for the state's balanced growth

program. The Congress will make its decision by September, 1980, which

will be in time for this conmlttee to make Its recoBaendatlon to the

1981 General Assembly.

Restoring State Funding for Law Enforcement
Officers* Benefit and Retirement Fund

Our next recommendation may not fall precisely within the purview

of your study, but we must call this Item relating to revenue sharing to

your attention.

The 1979 General Assembly failed to fund the basic retirement

benefits of the Law Enforcement Officers' Benefit and Retirement Fund

and approved shifting this cost, previously borne by the state, to

municipalities and counties. This mandate requires local government* to

appropriate $2,918,822.00 in fiscal year 1979-80 to fund these benefits.

This shift in funding was not requested by local governments and It was

mandated without prior notice.

We respectfully request that you support our efforts to restore

this $3 million state funding in the 1980 short session and If this is

not forthcoming, that you reconmend restoring these funds In your report

to the 1981 General Assembly.
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CONCLUSION

The recommendations outlined above are submitted as possible

alternatives for continuing state revenue sharing for municipalities in

the Immediate future. These recommendations, if any increased funding

is approved, would enhance the capacity of municipal governments to

provide needed services and facilities that will directly contribute to

the sound growth and development of the entire state.

If you have interest in or need additional information regarding

any one or more of these alternative suggestions, please call upon us.

Thank you for your kind attention.

S. Leigh Wilson
Executive Director
N.C. League of Municipalities
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APPENDIX

(1) Role of Ad Valorem Tax Division

M^'^

What do you perceive to be the role of your division in the Revenue Department?

The Ad Valorem Tax Division is essentially a service agency for the counties —
and to a lesser degree, the cities and towns — in their administration of the

property tax. It is also the state agency through which the public can obtain

information and advice about property taxes as well as address their greivances.

Could you provide us with some examples of your duties tliat illustrate this role?

The Ad Valorem Tax Division has three basic duties in the property tax system:

1. It exercises general and specific supervision over the administration of

the tax by the local units of government.

In the supervisory area, we assist local taxing officials in interpreting

the Machinery Act and other laws and court decisions having any relationship

to the property tax. We assist them in improving their listing and assess-

ment processes through schools, meetings and personal visits to the indi-

vidual offices. We regularly conduct schools for appraisal personnel in

every aspect of the property tax. We serve as troubleshooters for the

counties when they are faced with difficult individual or group complaints

about their assessment practices. We make appraisals for the counties

which do not have qualified appraisal personnel. We also assist them in

the assessment of business personal property by furnishing information from

income tax returns and guiding them in using the information.

2. It centrally appraises the property of all public service companies in the

state and allocates the value to the local taxing units.

3. It serves as the staff of the Property Tax Commission, the state agency

which hears appeals from property tax decisions of local taxing officials.

In its capacity as staff to the Property Tax Commission, the division investi-

gates all appeals to the Commission. We meet with the appealing taxpayers,

listen to their complaints and inspect the property under appeal if that is

appropriate. We also review the matter with the county officials. These

contacts result in the settlement of about 90% of all appeals. In cases

that are not settled, we advise the parties of the Commission's rules and

procedvu-es and schedule the appeals for hearing. We attend the hearings

held by the Commission and write the Orders carrying out its decisions.

Does the state revenue department in other states have such a role?

Basically yes. In most states, the State has a stronger role in the tax. In

practically all states, the Revenue Department or some State agency conducts

annual sales/assessment ratio studies. These studies are often used in the

distribution of school funds and other moneys to local units of government.

The degree of involvement by the state in the administration of the property
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(1) (C) Continued

tax varies across the country. In Kentucky, local assessors are state

employees. In South CardLna, all coraaiercial and industrial property is

appraised by the state.

(D) Isn't your division totally funded from the intangibles tax?

Yes.

(E) Why do you feel your division is funded from the intangibles tax?

Probably because the General Assembly felt that since the State received

no relrenues from the property tax, it should not expend any state funds in

its administration.

(F) For the 1978-79 fiscal year how much of the intangibles tax revenue was

allocated to your division?

$254,374.31

(G) How much revenue went to the cities and counties?

$37,769,750.92
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(2) Taxpayer Complaints

(A) How would you describe the current mood of taxpayers in North Carolina?

Very negative about taxes generally and property taxes in particular. They
are especially negative about any increase in their property tax bills.

(B) Do you think that taxpayers today are more critical of the property tax than
they have been in the past, and if so, what are the major causes?

Yes. Although taxpayers are generally more knowledgeable about the property
tax than they once were, they still do not fully understand how the system
works and are frustrated in their efforts to deal with it. The principal cause
of the criticism is the dramatic increases in real property values caused by
the eight-year reappraisal cycle. That is especially so during periods of
high inflation such as we now have. Some of the appraisal work being done
is also very poor.

(C) Do you feel that taxpayers are more concerned with the level of their property
tax burden or the fairness of the tax system in its treatment of different
taxpayers?

Taxpayers are not as concerned about the level of their property tax burden as
they are with any increase in it. Evidence of this is the fact that almost all
of the upheaval we have had in 1979 has occurred in counties having reappraisals.

Taxpayers are interested in the fairness of a tax system only in a very abstract
way. The principal exception is \*1ien they believe that their property is

appraised at a higher level than someone else's. Homeowners and rural land
owners are often upset by the fact that the percentage increase for industrial
property in a reappraisal is not as great as it is for other types of property.
It is immaterial to them that the appraisal level for industrial property may
still be higher than for other types of property.
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(3) laprovements in Adalnlstration of Tax

(A) In your view are there areas of property tax administration (listing, appraisal,

collection) that could stand substantial improvements?

Yes, but some of them would require additional funding and some relatively

inor changes in the law.

There is a need for additional staffing in many tax offices.

There is a need to substantially increase the educational and training oppor-

tunities available to tax office personnel and to require successful completion

of a wide range of courses.

There is a need to modernize the listing and assessing processes. Accurate maps

need to be provided. Records need to be verified for accuracy, then computerized

to facilitate their use.

The reappraisal program could be carried out with county personnel on a more

frequent basis and at a lower cost if the tax offices were provided with the

necessary funding for (1) accurate maps and other land records, (2) C(»puteri-

of the records and procedures involved in appraisal work, and (3) an adequate

staff of trained personnel.

Tax collectors also need to have greater opportunities for improving their skills

such as schools, workshops and seminars. Many counties could i]iq>rove their

^ collections if they used the measures available to them. Many tax collectors

have never taken any steps to collect taxes other than accept voluntary jxayMents.

Many small cities and towns could also realize much better collections if they

would contract with the counties to collect their taxes. This could reduce

costs for the cities and inconvenience for the taxpayers.

(B) Would improvements in these areas have an effect on enabling counties and cities

to raise additional tax revenue without tax increases?

It is possible that some increases in revenue would occur but that would not

be the primary thrust of these changes. The purpose of the changes would be

to improve the quality and efficiency of the administration of the tax. One

exception to this is in the area of business personal property. In a good

number of the counties, there is no audit program to see that all business

property is properly listed. For this reason, a substantial amount of business

property is either underassessed or escaping taxation altogether. Improvement

in this area would therefore produce additional revenues.

(C) Would these improvements have any effect on relieving taxpayer complaints and

making the system fairer?

Yes. Especially in the revaluation program. More frequent reappraisals would
» reduce the amount of the increases in value at one time. This is the most

serious deficiency in the property tax system. Taxpayers have much greater

respect for the property tax in counties in which they deal with trained pro-

fessionals who have accurate records and use up to date procedures.



(4) Revaluation Cycle

(a) What is your understanding of the purpose for the staggering of counties in
th>, eight-year revaluation system? What would be the effects of having each
county revalue the same year?

The primary reason for the staggered reappraisal cycle was to insure that an
adequate number of appraisers would be available to do the work. In 1959, when
the system was initiated, the counties were even less capable of doing their
own reappraisals than they are today. Although the nvraber of mass appraisal
firms appears to have increased in recent years, the fact is that most of them
do not have a sufficient number of qualified personnel to carry out high-quality
reappraisals. This is an increasingly serious problem for the counties when
the relatively few large appraisal firms with experience in North Carolina
already have three or four projects underway.

There is no possible way that all of the counties could reappraise in the same
year so long as we retain the eight-year system. Not only would there be a

shortage of appraisers, our ability to deal with the appeals, under the present
system, would be even worse.

(B) Do you feel that the present revaluation cycle of eight years is too long? If
so, fully describe your ideas of how a system could be established to allow
more frequent revaluations?

Yes. Since each county is at a different stage in the upgrading of its
administrative system, it is difficult to generalize in this area.

A possible first step would be to mandate that the fourth-year adjustments
already required be carried out. This would reduce the problem in half. It
would also require that funds be set aside each year to carry it out. The
mechanics of the system are not very complicated but in most counties, the
project would take about a year. Market data would need to be maintained on a
current basis and analyzed carefully to insure reliability and accuracy. Counties
now using computers to process their valuations could produce new valuations
without much difficulty, ITie system would have to be fvilly explained to the
public and provision would have to be made for responding to questions, arguments
and appeals by property owners.

Ultimately the system should provide for adjusting real estate values on an
annual basis. This would, of course, require that each county have accurate
records of all properties, computer capability to update the values each year
and an adequate staff of trained appraisal personnel to do the field work and
respond to property owners' complaints. Over the long term, this approach
would be less costly than the present system and the quality of the work would
be infinitely greater.

Until we develop the capability to reappraise real property on an annual basis,
we might consider factoring personal property and utility property appraisals
downward each year to bring them into line with real property assessments. This

would prevent the ongoing shift in the tax burden addressed in (D) below.
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(4) Coatinued

(C) In the absence of a state requirement of more frequent revaluations and state

assistance, will it be possible for many counties to revalue on a more frequent

basis in the future? ,_

Yes, but only if provision is made at the county level for the updating and

computerization of records and the additional trained staff.

(D) Does the lack of annual adjustment of real property values cause a shift in

the tax burden between different classes of property in a county from year-to-

year?

Yes. In a typical county, the mix of the tax base is about 60% real property;

305? personal property; and 105? utility property. Assuming a reasonably good

reappraisal, these figures should be in fairly good balance in the year of the

reappraisal. After that, however, there will be an increasingly larger portion

of the tax burden shifted from real property to personal and utility property.

Personal property and utility property are reappraised annually and are,

therefore, theoretically always at market value. Since increases in real

property values are not recognized for eight years, however, real property

taxpayers are paying substantially less than their proportionate share of the

tax at the end of a reappraisal period and personal and utility property taxpayers are

paying substantially more than theirs.

The effect of the reappraisal is to equalize and redistribute the tax burden.

Any reduction in the tax rate resulting from the increase in the tax base will,

therefore, accrue to the benefit of the owners of personal property and utility -^

property. If the shift were to be corrected more frequently, it would not be

so great at one time.

(F) Should a "truth-in-taxation" provision accompany a more frequent revaluation

system? If so, how would such a proposal work?

Yes. Although given the present mood of the taxpaying public, the voters would

more than likely insist on a limitation in spending.

Truth in taxation simply means that the governing officials will inform the

public of the tax rate needed to generate the same amount of revenue raised

the previous year. Any increase in that rate would have to be fully explained

at one or more public hearings.
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(5) Public Utilities

What is the current status of complaints by public utility companies? Could

the property tax system withstand a legal challenge by the utilities? How

likely is such a challenge?

We received eight utility appeals in 1978:

Duke Power Ck»pany appealed in Catawba, Gaston, Lincoln, Rockingham and

Stokes Counties.

Vepco appealed in Halifax and Northampton Counties.

Southern Railway appealed in Buncombe County,

The Lincoln, Rockingham cind Stokes County appeals have been settled. Duke

has since filed a 1979 appeal in Rockin^am County since that County had its

reappraisal in 1979. We believe this appeal can be resolved.

We have attempted to schedule the Gaston and Catawba County appeals for hearing
but have not been able to do so because the counties state that they are not
prepared to present their cases.

Both Vepco appeals have been settled.

We believe the Buncombe County case will be settled.

We believe our property tax system could withstand a challenge by the utilities
or any other group. It is possible, however, that if a suit were to be brought
on constitutional grounds, the court might reqviire us to bring utility property
valxiations in line with real estate values.

The railroads are in a different situation than the utilities. Under the

Railroad Revitalization Act, they can bypass the Property Tax Commission and

bring a discrimination suit in the federal court. If they can show that their
property is assessed at more than 5% above other commercial and industrial
property, they are entitled to relief. The railroads have been successful in

most of their suits in other states, so it is conceivable that North Carolina

could have one. The railroads are interested in the sales ratio study being
undertaken by the Local Government Commission, and if that program is not fully
implemented, they will probably conduct their own.

Except for the railroads, we do not anticipate any statewide action by the
utilities

.
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(6) Business Inventories

Are there ways the State can assist counties in appraising business inventories
and if so, could you describe how such a system would work?

Yes. Inventory figures could be picked up from income tax returns as they

are processed. The figures could be compiled on a county by county basis

and a printout sent to each county toward the end of each year. Multi-
county taxpayers would be required to file a county by county breakdown of
their investment in the state.

This work could be done by the Revenue Dej)artment at a relatively low cost.

With a very few additional employees, we could have an ongoing audit program

for the counties and cover machinery and equipment as well as inventory. The

effort could be a waste, however, xinless something is done to insure that the

property gets assessed. In many cases, we have furnished information to the

tax supervisor and the commissioners will not allow him to assess the property.

There are still cases, also, where boards of commissioners have agreed to not

assess an industry or to assess it at a token figure to entice the industry

to locate in the county.
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(7) Household Personal Property

(A) Statewide, what is the percentage of the property tax base comprised of

household personal property?

2,7%

(B) What is yoiu" opinion as to the percentage of a tax office's time and expense
involved with this property?

9.55%

(C) What would be the effects of a full repeal of this tax?

Repeal of the tax on household personal property would cause a minor shift in
the tax burden from homeowners to business taxpayers and landholders. Most
of the tax lost by the repeal, however, would be made up by homeowners because
the tax rate would likely be increased to offset the reduction in the tax base,

If the repeal were to be phased in at the time of each county's reappraisal,
it would hardly be noticed.

North Carolina is one of only four or five states viiich still tax household
property and personal effects. Its repeal would be popular because it would
provide homeowners a small amount of tax relief. It would also simplify the
listing process for taxpayers and the tax office.

(D) Would it be feasible to use a unifoi*m statewide percentage of residence value
(or percentage of annual rent) method for this property?

Yes. The percentage should be developed, however, on the basis of a study
of the relationship between the value of residential property and hous^old
goods

.
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Loss of Revenue Analysis & Tax Rate Adjustment

HOUSE BILL 1395

Assuming 3^ of Total Tax Levy

Tax Levy 1972-1973 Tax Loss

County 308,100,000 X

Municipal 162,700,000 X

Special Districts 32.700.000 X
' 503,500,000 X

$ 9,243,000
4,881,000

981,000

$15,105,000

Tax Rate Adjustment Percentage

0309278
$ 503,500,000
- 15.105,000

488,395,000 / 15,105,000

Actual Rate X 1.0309278 = Adjusted Rate to Produce Same Tax

Example of Impact

Residential Home

House & Lot
Household (I03f)

Vehicles



Assiuajjig 2% of Total Tax Levy

Tax Levy 1972-1973

County

Municipal
Special Districts

308,100,000
162,700,000

32^700,000

503,500,000

2%
2%

2%

2%

Tax Loss

$ 6,162,000

3,254,000
654.000

$10,070,000

Tax Rate Adjustment Percentage

$ 503,500,000
~ 10,070,000 ^________
493,430,000 / 10,070,000

Actual Rate X 1.0204081

.0204081

Adjusted Rate to produce sane tax

EXAMPLE OF IMPACT

Residential Home Owner



\U/alc0 &ouniy ^(Zax CVuporvisor
MOOM Ml COUMTHOUSC

Ralkiom. Nomtm Cai«ouna-27601

December 8, 1976

MEMO TO: Wake County Board of Commissioners

FROM: Lonnie W. Bost, Wake County Tax Supervisor ^J^i^

SUBJECT: 1976 Valuation of Household Personal Property Located In Wake County

You are no doubt aware the 1975 session of the General Assembly established

a Property Tax Study Commission. The Property Tax Study CoBwission will make
recommendations to the 1977 session of the General Assembly. One of the issues
being discussed is legislation which would classify and exclude from the tax

base "household personal property".

The following is being supplied for your information and will show the effects
of such legislation:

1. The valuation of household personal property located in Wake

County as of January 1, 1976, was $117,560,719 which represented
2.8X of our total tax base,

2. Applying the present $ .78 tax rate to this valuation of $117,560,719;
we calculate it would cost the county $916,973.61 in county tax.

3. In order to make up this loss, it would be necessary to increase

the present tax rate of 78 cents by 3.05%, to a tax rate of 80.38
[

cents which would be an increase fo 2.38 cents. I

This report is supplied purely for informational purpose and is not intended to
J

reflect rny opinion of such legislation. Should you desire additional informatlors

please let me know. i

LWB:jc
CC: Mr. Garland H. Jones, Wake County Manager
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; B. Hunt, Jr.

• OVk. Knoll

STATE OF MORTH CAROLINA

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
p. O. BOX 25000

RALEIGH. N. C. 27640 James P. Sentm
OCPUTV MCmTMT

February 22, 1977

MEMORANDUM

TO: Rep. Robert L. Fcirmer, Chairman
House Finance Conanittee

Sen. Marsheill A. Rauch, Chairmcin

Senate Finance Committee

FROM: Mark G. Lynch
Secretary of Revenue

SUBJECT: House Bill 142 - Property Excluded from Property Tax

The purpose of this Bill is to exclude from property tax all individuaLLy-ovmed
non-business personal property except motor vehicles, mobile homes, airplanes
and boats. Since this Bill is identical to Bills introduced in 1973 and 1975,
I am enclosing a copy of the comments we made in 1975. I aun also enclosing a

copy of a study conducted by the International Association of Assessing Officers
on the question involved in this Bill.

A full discussion of the philosphy of this Bill is contained in the recently
published report of the Property Tax Study Committee.

cc: D. R. Holbrook, Director
Ad Valorem Tax Division
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
p. O BOX 250OO

James P. Sitt

J. Ho»A»oCooLt RALEIGH. N. C. 27640 John E. Law so

iccxcT/tar o»»«TT •ccatTAi

March 11, 1975

MDIORANDUM

TO: Sen J, Russell Kirby, Chairman

Senate Finance Committee

Rep. Listen B, Ramsey, Chairman

House Finance Committee

FROM: J. Howard Coble, Secretary

Department of Revenue

SUBJECT: House Bill 255 - Rep. Long, Revelle, Jones, Mathis, Brown

Rhodes and Miller

Prop. Tax - Personal Property

This is one of a series of Bills recommended by a property tax study commission

on which Rep. Long served as Chairman.

Its purpose is to classify and exclude from the tax base all individually-owned

non-business personal property except motor vehicles, mobile homes,, boats and

airplanes. It also repeals the present $300 exemption for such property. This

Bill is identical tc House Bill 1395 introduced in the 1974 session of the 1973
General Assembly.

Based on a survey conducted in 1974, the tax loss from this Bill would-be about

$15,000,000. The tax on the property covered by this exclusion constitutes from

1% to 3% of the tax base of the counties and cities. The elimination of the tax

would require only a small rate adjustment in most counties and, generally spealc-

ing, homeowners would receive a reduction even with the rate increase.

Passage of this Bill would constitute a major improvement of the property tax.

The property in question can not be administered effectively and fairly and it

is a source of irritation for property owners. Most of the counties are now

using the percentage method to value household personal property because they

could not possibly value it on an individual appraisal basis. In fact, there is

considerable difficulty in dealing v^ith the relatively few who do not accept the

percentage method. The percentage method is also essential to the mail listing

system, without which the larger counties could no longer operate.
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IVhile the percentage method .appears to be a fair and convenient approach to

valuing household personal property, it contains a number of inequities. It

is especially harsh on renters in most counties because the valuation is conput*'*

as a multiple of the monthly rental payments. Since rental charges are usually
at current market figures, renters pay on a higher level than home owners because
of the eight-year revaluation cycle.

Tliis Bill is almost universally supported by the tax supervisors.

This Bill is identical to Senate Bill 190.
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Research and Technical Services Department
International Association of Assessing Officers

1313 East 60th Street. Chicago, Illinois 60637

Exemptions of Hovisehold
Furnishings from the Prope:
Tax in the United States

February, 1974

I. States where Household Furnishings are:

A. Fully Exempt ; (31 states plus the Disturict of Coliimbia)

CaLlifomia



Prentice-Hall. Stata and Local Taxes .

U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census of Governments, 1967 ,

Vol. 2. Taxable Property Values .

Includes one household automobile, additional automobiles
are taxed.

Assessed as Class 2 property at 20 percent.

At local option, may be exempted. Taxable Property Values
reports that the option is widely exercised in all states
except Virginia. The number in parentheses is the doll6a'
amount of the partial exemption.

4
At local option, household furnishings may be exempted.
Taxable Property Values reports that the option is widely
exercised in all states except Virginia.
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(8) Motor Vehicles

Will the implementation by the Motor Vehicles Division of a staggered

registration system have any effect on the counties' ability to discover
unlisted motor vehicles? If so, do you know of any way around this problem?

In your opinion what is the annual revenue loss statewide from unlisted
vehicles and what percentage of all vehicles are unlisted?

The discussions we have had with the Motor Vehicles Division indicate to us

that the staggered registration system will cause the motor vehicles list to

be less reliable than it presently is. We can not predict how serious the

problem will be until the new system is operational. We understand that

there will be no significant change in the lists until 1982.

It is clear that the staggered registration system will make an already

difficult problem worse. We know of no practical way to get around the

problem without a fundamental change in the way we collect taxes on

motor vehicles.

Estimated anniial revenue loss - Approximately $5,000,000

Percentage of unlisted vehicles - Between 15% and 20%.
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ANALYSIS OF CITY & COUNTY TAX LOSS AND ADMINISTRAHVE COST
IN THE USTING, ASSESSING, AND COLUCTION
OF AD VALOREM TAXES ON MOTOR VEHICLiS

30 County Survey *
Estijnatcd Tax Loss $ 1,503,343
Estimated Administrative Cost 704 259

Total Estijnated Tax Loss and Administrative Cost for 30 coxmties $ 2.207.602

Relationship of Tax Loss & Adm. Cost to Tax Lew
———

—

Total Tax Levy $ 214,175,000
Ratio of Tax Loss to Tax Levy ($1,503,343 $214,175,000) .0070
Ratio of Adm. Cost to Tax Levy ($704,259 $214,175,000) .0033

Ratio of Est. Tax Loss and Adm. Cost to Tax Levy for 30 counties = .0103 or 1.03^

Estimated Tax Loss and Administrative Cost for All Counties

Total Tax Levy for All Counties $ 473 qoo 000
Estimated Tax Loss: ($473,000,000 X .0070) .*.'.*.*.*.* 3*311*000
Estimated Administrative Cost ($473,000,000 X .0033) 1*560*900

Total Estimated Tax Loss & Adm. Cost for All Counties

($473,000,000 X .0103) $ 4.871.900

Estimated Tax Loss & Ada. Cost for Cities and Towns

Est. Tax Loss: (^ of Loss for Counties) ($3,311,000 X 5056) $ 1,655,500
Est. Adm. Cost: (20^ of Cost for Counties) ($1,560,900 X 205^) 312. OOO

Total Est. Tax Loss & Adm. Cost for Cities and Towns $ 1.967.500

SUMMARY

Counties Cities Total
Total Estimated Tax Loss $3,311,000 $1,655,500 $4,966,500
Total Estimated Administrative Cost 1,560.900 312.000 1.872.900

Total Est. Tax Loss & Adm. Cost $4,871,900 $1,967,500 $6,839,400

* Survey conducted by the Ad Valorem Tax Division, N.C. Department of Revenue, in
1978. Of the 100 counties, only 30 were able to furnish reliable information. The
information furnished by the 30 counties was used to estimate the figures for the
100 counties, using the tax levy as the basis. No information was furnished by
cities and towns. The estimates for cities and towns will therefore not be as
reliable as those for the counties.

The estimate of tax loss for cities and towns is based on the fact that the total
tax levy for cities and towns is approximately 50^ of that for the counties.
($530,912,619 to $267,935,790)

Tlie estimate of administrative cost for cities and towns is based on the fact thatcitxes and towns are not generally involved in the listing and assessment of property.In many large^ity counties, also, the county tax collector collects the cities-
taxes. In counties where this is not done, the cities and towns bill and collect[tneir own taxes. "^-^ ''^'-

;
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KS B. Hunt, }.

STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE
p. O. BOX 29000

iC. 1.VMM RALEIGH. N. C. 27640 Jamis P. "Ut-^M

ICHC^MT BCUTT •CdCTiUnr

January 26, 1979

MEMORANDUM

TO: The Honorable Richard Wright, Chairman

Highway Safety Committee

FROM: Mark G. Lynch
Secretary of Revenue

SUBJUCT: House Bill 123 - Motor Vehicle Property Tax Sticker

The purpose of this Bill is to improve the collection of property taxes on motor

vehicles. Accoi^ing to a survey of the coxmties by the Revenue Department, between

1555 and 20^ of the more than 5,000,000 motor vdiicles in the State are not listed

for property taxes. The majority of the unlisted vehicles are ultimately listed and

assessed by tlie tax supervisor through the use of a list acquired fro* the Division

of Motor Vehicles. The tax office compares the motor vehicles list with his listings

ard the owners of any that are not listed are -otificd of the failure to list. Any

v»;hicles that are determined to be tax exempt or that have been listed in another

name or in aiiother ccLinty are eliminated. All otliers that have not been listed,

whether the taxpayer responded to the county's notice or not, are assessed 'iy the

county. For obvious reasons, the percentage of taxes collected on the vehicles listed

by tljc tax supervisor is much lower than it is for- those Tittel voluntarily.

Hou^o Lxll 123 does not change the basic structure lor listing and paying property

taxca on motor vdiicles. Under that structure, each vehicle owner is required to

list liis vehicles every January, along with any real or other personal property he

may own. Tlie vehicles are then valued by the tax office from a pricing guide such

as ihv "Red Book" or "NADA" Book, llie figure most commonly used is "average retail,"

Taxes due on vehicles are included in each taxpayer's regular tax bill, which is

usua-lly mailed in late suiBBcr. Taxes are due and payable on September 1 but may be

paid at par through January 3.

Unde; House Bill 123, vehicle owners would be required to obtain a property tax sticker

from the tax collector of the coimty in which the vehicle is taxable and display It on

the vehicle beginning February 15 of each year. The sticker will be evidence that

the vehicle owner does not owe any property taxes on a motor vAicle in that county

because the tax collector can not issue the sticker until that has been deterained.

Exempt organizations and owners of vehicles which are not taxable for a given year,

such as those purchased after January 1, would be issued the stickers on request.

Other owners would be issued a sticker for each v'ehicle they listed for that year
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Honorable Richard Wright -2- January 26, 1979

upon payment of their taxes. If payment was made by mai] , the stickers woxild be
mailed. If a taxpayer needed additional stickers because of purchasing one or aore
additional vehicles after January 1, he would contact the tax collector for then.

Ihc reasons for selecting the February 15 date for displaying the sticker were that

(1) ni-w state licenses or stickers must be displayed on that date, and (2) practically
all ta\es which will be paid voluntarily have been paid by that date. This will
minimize the inconvenience for taxpayers and administrative cost for the tax collector*

Tlic Bill provides a $500 pcnalt)'^ for failure to display the sticker. It would be

cnfoj-ced by State and local law enforcement officers who deal with traffic and vehicle

violations. Tlie $500 penalty is the same as the penalty for failure to list property.

Motor vehicle dealers and persons purchasing new vehicles or bringing them into the

state are given a 20 days grace period to obtain the sticker. Stickers are not

required for vehicles owned by agencies of the Federal, State or local ;;ovemments.

Neither are they required for the long haul trucks of motor freight carriers or bus

companies appraised by the Department of Revenue.

The Bi]l docs not provide for withholding a sticker for non-payment of muiucip^^

taxes except for those cities and towns whose taxes are billed and collected by the

county tax collector. In those cases, the tax collector must detervLne that no county

or municipal taxes are owed before issuing the sticker. Under the discovery statute,

however, if the covinty tax supervisor discovers unlisted vehicles, he is required to

furnish a copy of the discoveries to the municipal officials so they too can make the

discoveries.

The Dill requires the Revenue Department to acquire the stickers and furnish then to

the coup*ies at cost. The Commissioner of the Department of Moior Vehicles is to

dctcriiine where on the vehicles the stickers will bo displayed but it is generally

believed that, for passenger vehicles, they will be displayed in the lower right

corner of the windshield.

Attached to this memo is a statement concerning unlisted veliiclcs by the Wake County

tax supervisor. In Rowan County for 1978, eight thousand of the 69,000 vehicles

rccibtered in the county were not listed. Four thousand of them were assessed by

the tax office. Of the approximately $20,000 billed on these vehicles, only about

$10,0iX) was collected. The figures for the city of Salisbury were approximately

the same.
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\Uyalc9 (S^ouniy ^Cojr C^up^rvisor
ROOM Ml COllMTHOUSe

Ralimm. Ndrrx Carolina - 27601

December 5, 1978

MEMO TO: Wake County Board Of Commissioners And Raleigh City Council

FROM: Lonnie W. Bost, Wake County Tax Supervisor yj^*<^
SUBJECT: Report On Unlisted Vehicles For The Year 1978 Located Within Wake

County And The City Of Raleigh

The total number of vehicles registered in Wake County for 1978 was 196,662.
This represents an increase of 5,835 vehicles over the 190,827 registered in

1977. This is an increase of 3.06 percent in the number of vehicles registered
in Wake in 1978 as compared to 1977.

As you know, this is the fifth year we have completed the check of vehicles in
Wake County. The percentage of unlisted vehicles in the county for 1978 is

16.17 percent compared to 18.67 percent in 1977. It appears our efforts have
been somewhat productive inasmuch as the percentage of unlisted vehicles for
1978 is less than the percentage in 1977.

This year, for the first time, we have figures available on unlisted vehicles
located within the City of Raleigh as well as Wake County.

Our efforts to discover unlisted vehicles have resulted in the following to
be listed and billed:

WAKE COUNTY

Number of Unlisted Vehicles 31,810

Valuation of Unlisted Vehicles $ 54,637,466

Tax $ 453,496.47
Late List Penalty Applied 45,510.42
Total Amount of Tax and Late List Penalty $ 499,006.89

CITY OF RALEIGH

Number of Unlisted Vehicles 17,200

Valuation of Unlisted Vehicles $ 29,202,458

Tax $ 251,149.77
Late List Penalty Applied 25,128.99
Total Amount of Tax and Late List Penalty $ 276,278.76
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The preceding indicates that of the 31,810 unlisted vehicles discovered in

Wake County; 17,200 of these were located within the City of Raleigh. The

total amount of tax and late list penalty billed for Wake County and the

City of Raleigh on unlisted vehicles for 1978 was $775,285,65. Unfortunately

figures are not available for the other eleven municipalities within the

county which would indicate the tax they will derive from this project.

LWBrjc
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Assessment-Ratio Studies

Do you favor the use of periodic assessment -ratio studies to evaluate a

county's administration of the property tax? If so, how would such a system

be set up and which state agency sliould administer the studies?

Yes. Since the property tax is not a self-assessment system — especially

as to real estate — sales ratio studies are about the only way property

owners can be assured of uniformity in assessment practices. The studies

shoxild be lijnited to real estate^ however, because there is no practical

way to detennine the level of assessment for personal property.

An example of a simple and relatively inexpensive sales ratio program is the

one in South Carolina. In that state the party recording a deed fiUTiishes

information regarding the transfer to the register of deeds who enters it

on a form. The form is then sent to the tax office vAiich enters the infonnation

about the assessment of the property. The form is then forwarded to the Tax

Commission (Revenue Department) for processing and publication.

The system in Virginia is about the same as that for South Caixjlina except that

the sales and assessment information is collected by Revenue Department field

auditors and forwarded to the Department for processing.

North Carolina could adopt such a program but in order for it to be cost-effective

and reliable, we would need to enact a full disclosure statute requiring parties

to real estate transfers to disclose the full consideration paid for the property.

In most states, the studies are conducted by the Department of Revenue. We
have no strong feelings about vAiich state agency should do them in North Carolina.

Since North Carolina has not been involved in sales ratio studies in the past,

their introduction in the state may have some political implications for

local and state officials — both elected and appointed. In the long term,

however, they may provide the openness that the property tax needs to restore

its acceptance by the public.
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(10) Hoaestead Exciptiop

What is the current statewide revenue loss from the homestead exemption, both

in absolute dollars and a percentage of total tax collections? Is the burden

evenly distributed among all counties or are some counties disproportionately-

hard?

$22,200,000 (Counties only)

No. Many rural and retirement counties have much higher percentage losses

than other counties. In 1976 when the exemption was expanded, a number of

counties had a net reduction in their tax bases. New construction was not

sufficient in that year to offset the Increase in the loss fro« the senior

citizens exeiq>tions.
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Tax Personnel

Is there a serious tiimover problem with tax office personrel, particularly

at the managenent level? If so, vhat are the causes and what are your

proposed remedies?

Yes. A large part of the turnover is attributable to changes in the political

makeup of the boards of commissioners. More serious than the turnover itself,

however, is the fact that we do not seem to be developing a body of trained

assessment personnel from which the boards can choose a professional administra-

tor. The result is that each new tax supervisor has to learn the operations

of the tax office from the ground up. He or she may be in office for up to

a year without having the basic instiniction in the property tax law and appraisal
procedures necessary to carry out the job, This lack of continuity is one of

the factors in the low regard the public has of the property tax. The underlying
cause of this problem is that salary levels of tax office personnel in most
counties are not high enough to attract and retain the types of people needed
to improve the quality of the work.

What are the current education and training reqxiirement of tax office persoimel?

Except for the tax supervisors, there are no educational or training require-
ments for tax office personnel. Tax supervisors must be certified by the Revenue
Department under G.S. 105-289(d). The requirements for that are satisfactory
completion of a basic real eastate appraisal course and a course in property tax
listing and assessing conducted annually by the Institute of GovemaKnt.

Do you feel that these requirements are sufficient?

No.

Are new requirements and certifications systems needed?

Yes. We are now considering the addition of a business personal property

course and a comprehensive examination for persons to be certified in the

futxu'e. The North Carolina Association of Assessing Officers is also studying
the development of a program under which tax office personnel could obtain a
designation by successful completion of a prescribed set of courses and
examinations. In some states, assessors who achieve such designations receive
an annual payment out of funds appropriated by the General Assembly.
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(12) Priorities on iBprovements

If you had to set priorities on your suggested improveaents to the current

property tax administration system in North Carolina, v»hat would the priority

schedule look like?

1. Reduce the period between reappraisals of real estate, ultijMtely to soae

tjrpe of annual adjustment.

2. Improve the overall quality of real property assessments throu^ the use

of an adequate and well-trained In-house staff, accurate maps and other

land records, and automation of the records and procedures.

3. Achieve greater consistency among the coimties in the levels of assessment

of real and personal property and in appraisal practices throu^ the use

of state%dxle appraisal manuals.

4. An alternative method of collecting taxes on motor yefaicles.

5. Elimination of the tax on household personal property.

6. DeveloiHnent of a stronger education and training program for assessment

personnel and the requirement of satisfactory completion to hold the

positions.

7. Consolidation of county and city tax collection programs.
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California

Florida

Maryland

Minnesota

Nebraska

Nevada

FOBMDLAS FOR COUNTY/STATE FUNDING OF MEDICAL VENDOR PAYMENTS

(FOR TITLE XIX - MEDICAID)

Local government fxmding is derived from the property tax. Rates
are set by the comptroller each year, with affluent counties being
assessed more than poorer ones. County shares range from $.05 to

$.60 per $100.00 valuation.

Counties contribute funding in two areas:

(1) When inpatient hospital care days exceed 12 per admission,
counties pay 35 percent of non-Federal share for cost of
care beyond 12 days.

(2) When nursing hone vendor payments exceed $170 per month,
counties pay 35 percent of the non-Federal share of that

amount above $170, but not more than $55 per patient per
month.

The county of residence of the recipient pays 10 percent of the non-
Federal share for inpatient hospital care.

As of January, 1976, all non-Federal share split 902 State, lOJ local,
excluding costs for State facilities for the mentally retarded. Coimtiea
pay 4.32 percent of total Medicaid costs.

Counties pay 20 percent of total Medicaid costs.

Local funding is derived from the property tax. According to State law,

$.11 per $100.00 valuation goes into the Medicaid fund.



Page 2

New Haiqpshlre

New Jersey

New York

There is local funding for servires for the aged and disabled:

(1) For nursing home costs for the aged and disadjled, legaOay liable
units (i.e., cities, to%ms, or counties) pay 50 percent of the
non-Federal share.

(2) For all other services for the aged and disabled, legally liable
units pay $6 per month per old age recipient and $23 pex- month
per APTD recipient.

Counties pay 25 percent of total cost for EPSDT outreach programs and
10 percent of total cost for family planning. For these services, local
funds constitute all non-Federal funds.

Counties pay 50 percent of non-Federal shaire.

North Carolina

(

Counties pay 15 percent of non-Federal share for all servicesB except
mental health centers, which have no county participation, aaid general
non-state owned ICF - SNF, for which the county ahaxe is 35 percent
of the non-Federal share.

:th Dakota

Counties pay 15 percent of State share (non-Federal share)

.

Pennsylvamia

I

Counties paid total non-Federal share for Title XIX recipients in county
nursing homes through FY 1976. The State is planning to take over these
costs gradually, and will pay 90 percent of the non-Federal share in
FY 1980.
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Page 3

South DeJcota

State law requires counties to pay $60.00 per month per public assistance

euid Medicaid recipient who has been admitted to State mental hospitals.

Reimbursement for such hospital claims is reduced by $60.00 to reflect
the State agency's share of the claims.

J-
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1979 COUNTY COSTS

Certified Actual

County Budget Expenditures

Lincoln $129,496 $153,850

Macon 46,997 52,664

Madison 76,150 83,616

Martin 81,671 109,057

McDowell 78,795 128,601

Mecklenburg 991,227 1,475,673

Mitchell 57,234 70,799

Montgomery 66,707 103,617

Moore 198,177 198,284

Nash 275,909 278,572

418,458

134,370

260,766

152,724 12,364

54,681 ( 22,205 ) 68.0

109,001 ( 20,018 ) 23.0

Pender 64,031 92,386 ( 28,355 ) 44.0

Perquimans 46,862 40,822 6,040
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1979 COUNTY COSTS POR NURSING HOMES AND REST HOftlES
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1979 COUNTY COSTS FOR NURSING HOMES AND REST HC3I1ES
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1979 COUNTY COSTS FOR NURSING HOMES AND REST HOMES

County

Duplin

Durham

Edgecombe

Forsyth

Franklin

Gaston

Gates

Graham

County Costs
at New Rates

$181, SAB

544,810

231,964

805,961

147,882

532,432

31,906

21,187

I

Granville
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1979 COUNTY COSTS FOR NURSING HOMES AND REST HOMES

County



1979 COUNTY COSTS FOR NURSING HOMES AND REST HOMES

County Costs
at New R&tes

$268,340

153,190

270,471

289,720

360,539

246,794

207,639

117,903

201,504

106,900

224,284

48,716

71,338

21,365

195,267

County Costs County Costs
at Old Rates Reduction Ovemm

$203,348

144,979

282,539

236,932

315,111

302,282

152,104

112,167

136.522

76,482

202,613

61,746

49,006

17,893

162,011

$(12,068)

(55,488)

(13,030)

$64,992

8,211

52,788

45,428

55,535

5,736

64,982

30,418

21,671

22,332

3,472

33,256
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1979 COUNTY COSTS FOR NURSING HOMES AND REST HC ZS

County

Vance

Warren

County Costs
at New Rates
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EXPLANATION OF TABLES

In each table, counties are ranked on the basis of worst to best.

For example, the counties with the highest percentage of aged, the

highest percentage of Medicaid recipients, the highest SHF and ICF
costs per capita and the highest per capita share of state owned
facilities cost are ranked number 1. The higher the ranking the

worse the impact.

The table showing "County Medicaid Expenditure per Capita ^is A Percent
of County Tax Revenue per Capita" shows the following. If a county's
revenue per capita is $100 and their Medicaid county costs are $2.30
per capita, then the county is spending 2.30 percent of revenue per
capita on Medicaid. Once again, the counties are ranked from worst
to best.

It might be useful to compare Medicaid percentage to other percentages
such as education, administration, etc.
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ATTACHMENT I

January 29, 1980
APPENDIX K

SUMMARY OF REMARKS BEFORE THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COMMITTEE ON STATE REVENUE SHARING

Charles D. Liner
Acsistant Director

Institute of Government
January 29, 1980

Background

North Carolina's system of governmental finance has three basic charac-
teristics that are relevant to current proposals regarding state revenue-
sharing:

- Whereas in many states local governments have been charged with the
basic responsibility for providing and financing government services at the
local level, in North Carolina the state has assumed responsibility for
ensuring that government services are provided adequately throughout the
state. Over the years the General Assembly has taken extraordinary measures
to ensure adequate services (1) by assuming financial responsibility, as with
public schools; (2) by taking over local government functions, as with roads,
prisons, and courts; and (3) by sharing state revenue sources directly with
local governments, as with Powell Bill funds for municipal streets, the
local-option sales tax, municipal utility franchise taxes, and alcoholic
beverage taxes.

- In North Carolina financial responsibility for government services is

centralized at the state level to a greater degree than elsewhere. The state
finances a relatively large proportion of expenditures for services that are
administered by local governments. Of total 1976-77 state and local expen-
ditures from North Carolina revenue sources, the state financed 70,7 per cent,
compared with an average of 55.5 per cent for all states and as little as 48

per cent in several states. The state financed 76.9 per cent of public school
expenditures, a percentage exceeded by only Alaska, Hawaii, and New Mexico.
Revenues from the state accounted for 57.5 per cent of total general revenues
of counties and 15.1 per cent of total general revenues of municipalities.

- North Carolina's system of governments is unusally simply and well-
ordered. Counties serve primarily as agents of the state in administering
statewide programs—particularly health, education, welfare, and social
services programs. Most of the revenues for these programs come from state
and federal revenues sources rather than from local taxes. Municipalities do
not duplicate the functions of counties but rather serve to provide additional
local services needed by people and businesses in urban areas. Most of the
revenues for municipal services come from local revenue sources and federal
grants. North Carolina has avoided the complex, overlapping, and fragmented
nature of government systems found in many states.
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Benefits of Centralized Fiscal Responsibility

The centralization of financial responsibility has had substantial
benefits for North Carolina. The most Important of these are:

- Fiscal equalization . Centralization results In a more nearly equal
distribution of expenditures throughout the state—especially for public
schools, roads and highways, and health, welfare, and social services pro-
grams—because the level of expenditures does not depend on the size of the

local property tax base. For example, because the state finances a minimum
program of education In the public schools, a child in the poorest county is

assured of at least a minimum level of financial support for his school. In

effect, state taxes are collected from across the state according to income
and consumption of taxpayers but distributed across the state according to

need.

- Reduced reliance on local property taxes . Property tax rates are low
and fairly stable in North Carolina because a large proportion of revenues
spent at the local level comes from state revenue sources and because the
state has taken over responsibility for certain functions that were previously
the responsibility of counties. LbW prbperty taxes are primarily the result
of past measures taken by the General Assembly to reduce reliance on the
property tax.

- Greater reliance on the state system of taxation , which is based
primarily on the progressive personal income tax, the corporation Income tax,

the retail sales tax, and the gasoline tax.

State Sharing of Financial Responsibility with Local Governments

The state has a long tradition of sharing revenues—directly and in-
directly—with counties, municipalities, and school administrative units. It

has used three approaches to sharing fiscal responsibility with local
governments

:

- The state provides funds through formula grants . For example, since
1840 the state has provided grants to support a major portion of public
schools operating expenses. In 1903 the state began supplementing regular
state school grants by giving special equalizing grants to the poorest
counties. In 1918 it undertook the financing of half the expenses of

teachers' salaries for a six-month term. The state assumed responsibility for

all operating expenses of the schools for a six-month term in 1931 and for an
equal eight-month school term throughout the state in 1933. Today the state
finances 77 per cent of total state and local expenditures through grants for

public schools. It also uses formula grants to finance health, welfare, and
social services programs administered by counties.

- The state has assumed administrative as well as financial responslbll-
\. ity for some functions traditionally provided by local governments . In 1931

the state took over county prisons and Incorporated them into a state system
of prisons responsible for all prisoners sentenced to 30 days or longer. Also
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-3-

in 19.31 » It assumed responsibility for constructing and maintaining all county
roads (today the state has the largest state-maintained highway system in the
nation). During the 19608, the state became responsible for the operating
expenses of the entire judicial system.

- The state has shared its revenues and tax base with local governments .

In 1933 the state enacted the retail sales tax in order to allow the state to

finance public schools, thereby permitting counties to lower property tax

rates dramatically. In 1951 the state began sharing 1/2 cent of the 7-cent
gasoline tax with municipalities for support of local streets (the so-called
Powell Bill funds); in 1969 the local share was increased to 1 cent of the
9-cent tax. In the early 1970s the state allowed counties and municipalities
to share the state sales tax base by levying a 1 per cent local-option sales
tax. Between 1969 and 1973 the municipalities' share of the utility franchise
tax was more than tripled; today municipalities receive half the proceeds of
the taxes collected. Alcoholic beverage taxes are also shared with local
governments.

The Current Situation

Although financial responsibility for government services is heavily cen-
tralized at the state level, there may be valid grounds for more state aid in
financing local government expenditures. The case for such assistance might
be based on the following circumstances:

- Part of the burden of financing statewide services still falls on local
property taxes, and the ability to raise property tax revenues for these
services varies with the income and wealth of the different counties. The
most noteworthy example involves the public schools. The equality of school
finance achieved in 1933 no longer exists because school administrative units
supplement state funds with funds from local property taxes and other local
revenue sources, and the wealthier jurisdictions are better able to raise
revenues for this purpose. The resulting inequalities are described and
analyzed in The Report of the Governor's Commission on Public School Finance
(1979), which recommends additional state funding for an equalizing grant
system. Officials in county government are protesting that the General
Assembly often mandates expenditures for statewide programs without providing
funds to finance these expenditures. Counties must then raise the necessary
funds from the local property tax.

- Pressure from citizens who are dissatisfied with current total tax
burdens, the growth of government expenditures, and the reduction in real
incomes because of inflation and taxation tenHs to be focused on local
property taxes rather than on federal and state taxes even when the conditions
that the citizens are protesting are associated more with federal anbd state
taxes than with local property taxes. For example, federal and state
progressive income taxes increase a citizen's tax burden even though his
Income increases just enough to offset increases in the cost of living. But

J
citizens can resist local property tax increases more effectively than they
can resist increases in federal and state tax burdens.
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- State tax revenues for the General Fund Increase very fast. Between

1968-69 and 1977-78, for example. General Fund tax collections increased at an

average rate of 12.2 per cent. The statewide property tax base has also

Increased substantially during the 1970s, but much of the increase was due to

extraordinary increases in property values. Whereas state tax revenues

increase automatically without rate increases, much of the local tax base Is

frozen between octennial revaluations, so local governments must often

increase property tax rates to raise revenues necessary to meet the effects of

Inflation and increased demand for the services.

- The demands on growing state revenues may not be as great during the

1980s as they have been. For example, because public school, community

college, and higher education enrollments are projected to decline during the

next two decades, there may be less pressure to increase spending for

education. During the past two decades the phenomenal growth in state

revenues has been used to improve and expand government services. Revenue

increases have been used not only to increase spending on existing programs

but also to add major new programs such as the community college system, an

expanded state university system, new prisons, and numerous health, welfare,

and social services programs. The state may not be called on to finance as

many new programs or programs of such magnitude in the future.

- If state and local tax rates must be reduced in response to public

pressure, it may be preferable to reduce property taxes rather than state
income and sales taxes.

Alternatives for the State

If the General Assembly should choose to reduce fiscal pressures on local

governments, it has essentially three types of alternatives.

1. Increase state funding for statewide programs such as public schools

and health, welfare, and social services to replace local funds spent on these

programs. This would relieve pressure on the property tax and enable local

governments to use property tax revenues for local services.

2. Increase state-shared revenue sources . Possibilities include a

piggy-back income tax or an increase in the local-option sales tax rate.

These measures do not equalize revenues between poor and wealthy jurisdic-

tions, however, and they also involve an increase in the total state and local

tax burdens at a time when public sentiment seems to favor tax reductions.

3. Create a state system of general revenue-sharing . General revenue-

sharing has an advantage over increasing state-shared revenues in that equali-

zation provisions can be incorporated to reduce fiscal disparities between

poor and wealthy jurisdictions. If the amount shared were set at a percentage

of state tax collections, revenue-sharing would provide a growing source of

revenues for local governments. Revenue-sharing from existing state taxes at

current rates would not require an increase in total state and local taxes.

f The amount shared could be increased over several years so that the general

revenue-sharing could be financed from growth in state tax revenues.
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The disadvantages of general revenue-sharing are that state aid would not
be directed solely to statewide programs, the state would not have control
over how the funds are spent (this is true also of other state-shared
revenues), and, as with federal revenue-sharing, it might incline local
governments to spend more on capital projects rather than on operating
programs if they fear that the revenues will be eliminated in the future.
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ATTACHMENT II
January 29, 1980

APPEMDIX L

POTENTIAL FISCAL ISSUES AFFECTING
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, 1980 SESSION

Matters currently under study:
School Finance
School Facility Needs
State-local Social Services Programs
State Revenue Sharing
State Aid to Area Mental Health Programs

Potential Issues:
(1) An increase in the local option sales tax, in the

form of (a) an increase in the rate of tax on items presently
taxed, or (b) extension of the tax to items not taxed at the
3% rate by the State.

(2) Neutralizing the loss to local governments from the
homestead property tax exemption. The current loss is in the
$15-20 million range.

(3) State aid to the less affluent counties in connection
with property appraisals, tax mapping, conduct of sales/assess-
ment ratio studies, and computerized tax records.

(4) Beginning with the 1979-80 fiscal year, units of local
government were required to pay the employer's contribution for
basic benefits for their employees who are members of the Law
Enforcement Officers Benefit and Retirement Fund. This change
has generated opposition, and there are proposals for the
General Fund to assume these payments at an annual cost of over
$3 million. It has also been proposed that the State make
retroactive payments to local units to reimburse them for
expenditures made in 1979-80.

(5) There is pressure to return to the previous State-
local cost sharing levels for support of persons in nursing
and rest homes, at an estimated cost of $5 million, including,
retroactive adjustments.

(6) The counties are pressing for State aid to cover
county cost over-runs in the Medicaid program.

(7) A study of Area Mental Health Programs will recommend
additional State aid and elimination of local matching require-
ments .

(8) Municipalities will be experiencing a decline in Powell
Bill funds as gasoline sales continue to decline, and they may

i^look to the State for more help in the area of street maintenance
and construction.

(9) There is a need for several million dollars to cover
the increasing costs of transporting school pupils and heating
school buildings.
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ATTACHMENT III
January 29, 1980

MEASURES OF FISCAL CAPACITY
NORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES

(1) Per capita income

Low: $3,646
High: $7,739

(2) Per capita local option sales tax revenue

Low: $ 7.30
High: $56.72

(3) Per capita intangibles tax revenue

Low: $ 1.73
High: $21.45

(4) Per capita property tax valuation

(adjusted for year of revaluation)
Low: $ 7,051
High: $44,372

COUNTY POPULATION

Low: 4,000

High: 384,700

L-2



ATTACHMENT IV
January 29, 1980

Questions Regarding Distribution of Additional State
Revenue-Sharing With Local

Government

(1) What is the purpose of the additional State aid'General purpose aid to improve fiscal conditionot local government.
(b) Additional revenue to allow local government tomeet specific program needs. If so, what arethe programs of interest?

(2) How much weight should be given to the need measurexn a formula?

^^^
for'^Jh.^^h^t^f

distribution method make any adjustinentsfor the ability-to-pay differences between counties?

(4)

If so, how much weight should be given to thisequalizing factor?

Should the distribution formula consider the fact thateach county is required by State law to providecertain basic governmental services? If so, whatpercentage of the funds should be distributed on aflat amount per county basis?

L-3



ATTACHMENT V
January 29, 1980

General Methods For Distribution
Of State Revenue-Sharing

Funds

(1) Flat amount per county combined with another method (s)

(2) Total population basis

(3) Elderly plus school age population basis

(4) Ability-to-pay (used as equalizer) combined with (1), (2), or (3)

L-4



ATTACHMENT VI
January 29, 1980

Comments Concerning Possible Criteria
Measures For Distribution
State Revenue-Sharing Funds

(1) Distributing funds on the basis of a flat amount per
county has the effect of providing more general fiscal
aid for general government support. Each county,
regardless of size, is required by State law to provide
certain basic services and the cost of these services
does not rise proportionally to the -county's population.
A side effect from using this method of distribution is
to provide proportionately more funds to smaller counties.
Since these counties generally have the lowest per
capita income levels, another side effect is to reward
poorer counties more.

(2) Distributing funds on the basis of population generally
rewards counties with the highest ability-to-pay levels
as there is a fairly good relationship between the
population of a county and its income and wealth. In
cases where the intent of the aid is general assistance,
population is sometimes used as a measure of general
need. The population figure for each county is an
estimate compiled by the State Budget Division.

(3) An alternative to distribution by total population is
. the use of estimates of schoo :).-aqe popula.tipii and elderly
^pulatioji^in the aid formula. These two factors may be
bet'^E^F^'lTieasures of the general need for the county unit
of government than total population because a high pro-

^ portion of county expenditures are for public schools
and social programs. The estimates for these figures
are made by the State Budget Division.

(4) Per capita personal income is used in may distribution
formulas at the State and Federal level as a measure of
ability- to-pay . The income figures are developed by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis of the U.S. Department of
Commerce. The figures represent the total after-tax
disposable income. The income amounts for each county
for 1977 may be slightly revised in the future. The
numbers do not adjust for differences in the cost of :

l r

living in each county. In distributing funds on the
basis of per capita income, coui.ties receive funds in • '^-'- '••

an inverse relationship to income levels. Thus, counties ^••'^'*--

with the lowest income levels received, proportionally, -

the largest amounts of aid. The primary justification ^-'^
:-'.':

for the use of per capita income as a measure of fiscal -

measures the economic strength from which spending occurs
and from which all types of taxes are paid. The counter-
argument to the use of this factor is that counties and
cities in North Carolina cannot tax income and the
local-option sales tax is limited to 1%. Thus, cities
and counties must depend on the property tax as their
major controllable, own-source revenue.



ATTACHMENT VII
January 29, 1980

RESPONSES TO QUESTION DEALING WITH METHODS
FOR DISTRIBUTING STATE AID TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT

FISCAL RESEARCH DIVISION OPINION
SURVEY OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Nximber of
Responses

(a) Per capita (based on population) 50
(b) Based on ability to pay (generally,

counties with lower tax bases and
lower per capita incomes of
citizens would receive more
financial aid per capita) 48

(c) Some combination of county population
and ability-to-pay (a + b) 79

(d) State funds a basic level of
categorical programs based on the
number of people needing those
services in each county (Example:
State provides a specific dollar
amount to each county based on
the number of people with tuber-
culosis) 10

(e) Some combination (d + a) 23
(f) Other

(1) Counties should depend mostly on local revenue.

(2) State should offer incentives for those counties
trying to help themselves.

(3) Formula should account for the fact that small
counties have less matching funds.

(4) Local government is more aware of local needs and
is more responsive.

V
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(5) An alternative measure of fiscal capacity is taxable
property per county . This factor is a measure of the
taxable wealth that can be tapped by the county for
revenue. The use of this measure also takes into
account the fact that the tax rate and tax valuations
are under the control of the county commissioners. A
major problem with this measure is data unreliability.
Some causes of the unreliability include:

(a) Lack of uniformity between counties as to val-
uation of property.

(b) Differences between counties as to listing of
property by taxepayers.

(c) Differences in revaluation year. Using the property
tax base figures for each county for one year means
that the valuation for 11 out of each 12 counties
will be out-of-date by at least one year because
of our staggered revaluation system. We have
researched possible techniques to adjust each county
upward to 1977-78 but are not satisfied that any of
the adjustment methods suggested (including our
own) are anywhere near being correct, though they
are the best available.

Distributing aid on the basis of property tax base
figures penalizes counties that make the effort to upgrade
their property tax assessment effort.

(6) Two other measures of fiscal capacity are taxable retail
sales per capita and intangibles tax distribution per
capita . A problem with the retail sales measure is that
99 counties already levy the tax and it is really more
of a statewide tax. Thus, it is impossible to differentiate
counties on the basis of whether they have approved the
t^x or not. Also, the tax rate is not subject to the
control of the county. Finally, the allocation of funds
within the county to the county unit of government and
the municipalities depends on population and ad valorem

. tax levies.

A reason for not using the intangibles tax distribution '

is that the tax rate is not subject to the control of
the county. Also, 30% of the intangibles tax collections
are distributed by the state on the basis of population.
Intangibles tax collections represent less than 3%
of counties' own-source revenue. Finally, there is an
under-reporting problem with intangible personal property
and the problem varies between counties.
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ATTACHMENT VIII
January 29, 1980

Distribution Headings

CTYNAME = County.
POP77 = County's 1977 population.
PCINC = Per capita income.
TBPC = Taxable property per capita.
GRSPC = Gross retail sales per capita.
INTPC = Intangible tax revenue per capita,

METHOD 1 = aid distributed 100% by population .

METHOD 2 = aid distributed 100% by per capita income
basis . (Counties with low incomes would
receive more funds per person than the
counties with higher incomes.)

METHOD 3 = money distributed 100% on basis of total
property tax base . (Counties with low values
per capita would receive more funds.)

METHOD 4 = 50% population + 40% income + 10% property.

METHOD 5 = 50% population + 30% income + 15% property
+ 5% sales.

METHOD 6 25% population 65 and over + 25% school age
population + 40% income + 10% property.

L-8



NTPC

RANKINT

08118

28

58256

86

.14

371

25

25358

23

11054

64



^NUARY

28

»

1980

NTPC

RANKINT

1045

99

3613

52

1769

59

9597

5

3771

8

2563

95

.1332

3

8869

33

5630

16

6230

84

7289

100

5620

17

2703

53

.1407

26

_

2826

94

0903

65

0363

75

0259

31

4540

I
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ATTACHMENT IX

Method 7 = $250,000 Per County + 25% (Elderly + School-
Age Population) + 35% Income + 15% Property
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ATTACHMENT X
January 29, 1980

Fiscal Research Division
January 23, 1980

COMPARISON OF NORTH CAROLINA'S
AMOUNT OF REVENUE -SHARING TO LOCAL

GOVERNMENT VJITH
OTHER STATES

The purpose of this discussion is to put North Carolina's
state-local fiscal relationship in perspective by analyzing
why many other states have a larger amount of general-purpose
state aid to local government.

I , Listing of high tax-sharing states

The amount of general-support state aid to local government
for states with large amounts of this type of aid is shown
below. The amount of aid is divided by personal income in order
to adjust for the size of the state and differences in per capita
personal income. One would expect per capita aid to be higher
in states with higher fiscal capacity, all other things being
equal.

State

Amount of General
Support State Aid

To Local Government
As a Percent of

Per $1,000 All State Aid
of Personal Income To Local Government

Wisconsin



Reason 1 - b:igher slate tax burden

It seems reasonable that if a state's tax burden on its
citizens and its businesses is higher, it will have a higher
level of overall expenditures, and to the extent that the
state does not takeover locally-provided services, more state
aid funds will be forthcoming (categorical grants or revenue-
sharing.) The states that have a higher state tax burden
include:

State Tax
Collections Per

$1,000 of Personal
State Income

Minnesota



state

Severance Tax
Revenue Per $1,000
of Personal Income

Severance Tax
Revenue as a

i of Total State
Tax Collections

Wyoming



Several conclusions can be gained from looking at these data:

(1) There is a dramatic difference in the division of funding
responsibility for public functions in North Carolina
compared to other states.

(2) The roughly comparable states (Mississippi, South Carolina,
New Mexico) in this list in terms of functional responsibility
are also low-income states.

(3) The states that have the largest revenue-sharing aid
programs (Wisconsin, New York, Arizona, Indiana, Michigan,
Minnesota, Nebraska) are the states in which local govern-
ment units shoulder the largest level of funding
responsibility

.

(4) North Carolina's relatively low amount of state revenue-
sharing participation is due in large part to the fact
that many of the big-expenditure items that are funded
largely by local government units in other states, are
funded by the State in North Carolina (either through
state responsibility or state categorical assistance)

.

Thus it could be argued that there is little revenue-
sharing at the present time in North Carolina because the
State shoulders more of the fiscal and operational
responsibility of many governmental functions than is
true in almost all other states.

L-18



AP.VENCIX M

POSSIBLE GUIDELINES FOR
STATE REVENUE SHARING

1. The General Assembly might prefer a "sum-certain" direct
appropriation instead of earmarking tax revenues because:
a. The Legislature directly controls the cost.
b. It is reviewed annually along with other budget items and

can be adjusted to fit priorities and revenue fluctuations.
c. It is easier to target aid and to have a greater impact

with the same amount of funds.

2. There should be incentives to local governments to hold down
costs.

3. Aid to counties and aid to municipalities should be considered
as separate issues because of their differing needs and
responsibilities

.

4. A number of categorical programs have funds that are purported-
ly distributed on the basis of ability-to-pay. If the State
adopts some form of General Revenue Sharing, General Revenue
Sharing should become the single mechanism to adjust for
imbalances in local fiscal capabilities.

5. If General Revenue Sharing is adopted, all categorical program
formulas should drop ability-to-pay factors. The distribution
decisions on categorical aid should then center on the best
measures of need that also provide incentives for efficiency
and sound management.

6. The General Assembly should more clearly define the factors,
measures of need, or even the formulas themselves which are
to be used to distribute categorical funds. In general, the
statutes do not currently spell out categorical aid formulas.

7. One specific goal of State revenue sharing should be to improve
the administration and equity of the property tax, and a second
goal is to reduce the relative dependence of local governments
on the property tax.

8. The State is generally a more efficient collector of taxes than
a multitude of local governments. Any revenues that can be
collected at the State level are preferable to taxes requiring
additional local administration.

FRD
3/26/80
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STATE REVENUE SHARING STUDY COMMITTEE
DECISION OPTIONS

(Page 1) ADDITIONAL AID OR NO ADDITIONAL AID

,i \
STOP

(Page 2) DIRECT APPROPRIATIONS OR ADDITIONAL REVENUES

(Page 3) SPECIFIC PROGRAMS OR GENERAL SHARE OF STATE MORE LOCAL
REVENUE TAXES OPTION
SHARING REVENUES

(Page 4)

(

PROGRAM NEED

MEASURES

1
WHICH TAXES . WHICH TAXES

BASIS OF DISTRIBUTION

ABILITY TO
PAY

I
MEASURES

i
POPULATION COMBINATION

DATA SOURCE WHICH FACTORS

i
WEIGHTING

M-2
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ADDITIONAL AID OR NO ADDITIONAL AID

1. Local revenues have not
grown as rapidly as state
revenues.

County commissioners have
cited rapid increases in
costs of schools, medicaid,
and social services; many
were mandated by federal and
State government.

The State has always
assumed many traditionally
local functions (roads,
schools, court system)

.

The State has passed several
major bond issues which
are direct grants to local
governments. Debt service on
these issues is continuing.
Most of the State's General
Fund indebtedness is for local
government aid (schools, clean
water)

.

3. Inflation forces local
governments to increase tax
rates to fund increases in
services costs because the
real property tax base is
revalued only every eight
years.

4. The State income tax is
less regressive than the
property tax.

5. Some programs funded by
local revenues generate
benefits to the State as
a whole (education)

.

The 1980 Session will
probably consider a $600
million school bond issue
costing $45-60 million
annually in State debt service
However, this is categorical
aid.

FRD
3/26/80
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DIRECT APPROPRIATIONS

1. Has to be reviewed and

acted on each year by
General Assembly.

2. Amount is specific and
directly controlled by
the General Assembly.

3. Spending can be directed
into specific Statewide
priorities if General
Assembly wishes to do so.

4. Would not be automatically
reduced in a period of

declining revenues but
would require General
Assembly budget action.

ADDITIONAL AID

OR
~^

DITIONAL REVENUES

1. Local governments do not
have to lobby for new
appropriations each year.

2. If additional revenues
co^ie from shared State
taxes, the revenue will
probably grow with the
economy and inflation and
help local governments combat

the inflationary cost of

services.

3. Permits greatest amount of

local government flexibility
in expenditures.

4. Less time must be spent
each Session determining
the amount of aid to
appropriate.

5. If State-shared revenues
grow substantially, local
governments might receive
substantial pressure to

continue expansion of local

services beyond the level
that would be desired if

funding was entirely from
local taxes.

FRD
3/26/80
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DIRECT APPROPRIATIONS

SPECIFIC PROGRAMS

Allows State to target money
to specific needs that are
Statewide priorities.

This type of funding
is more likely to assure
that certain services
will be available in
every county, not just the
counties that choose to fund
them.

GENERAL REVENUE SHARING

1. Allows local governments
flexibility and autonomy in
spending decisions.

2. Providing additional aid to
local governments' general
funds insures that localgovernments
still have incentives to hold
down costs in joint State-county
programs, because elected
officials still must make
priority decisions.

ADDITIONAL REVENUES

SHARE OF STATE TAXES
\,

MORE LOCAL OPTION REVENUES

Makes equity adjustments for
local governments with in-
flexible tax bases and citizens
who are unable to financially
support basic services.

Allows the State to collect
taxes more efficiently and
then to distribute the funds
to local governments.

The State tax structure is
probably more equitable than
any specific local option
tax.

Allows local governments
needing additional revenue to
levy the taxes necessary.

Ties local governments'
spending decisions to tax-
raising decisions.

Provides accountability by
levying taxes at the local level
where expenditures occur.

Examples of State Tax Shares

Based on 1980-81 Forecast:
Personal Income Tax

Total: $1,215.2 million
Each 1%: $12.2 million

3% Sales Tax
Total: $775.2 million
Each 1%: $7.75 million

Alcoholic Beverage Taxes Retained by State
Total: $94.6 million

FRD
3/26/80
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BASIS OF DISTRIBUTION

PROGRAM NEED

Allows funds to be used
effectively by targeting aid

aimed at specific problems
directly to the areas with the

most serious problems.

2. If aid is provided in several
program areas, allows treatment
of each local government unit
separately based on need with-

in each category.

3. Can take into account special

needs of areas who serve large
non-resident populations or

have special problems.

POPULATION

1. Targets aid directly to

areas with most people;
therefore favors larger
local governments , who
are more likely able to fund
programs locally.

2. Probably comes closer to

returning revenue to
geographical source of

income

.

Used in some cases as a

measure of general need.

ABILITY-TO-PAY

Gives local governments whose
citizens can least afford to

finance local services some
additional funds.

2. A majority of county commissioners
preferred some consideration be

given to ability-to-pay factors.

3. Probably would reduce the impact

of a declining population in

depressed areas.

4. Would still be weighted by pop-
ulation, so that largest
counties, while wealthier,
still receive majority of funds.

FLAT AMOUNT PER LOCAL UNIT

Recognizes that each county

must provide certain basic
services regardless of size

or ability-to-pay, and that

the amount of all services
provided does not increase
proportionally with the

county's population.

Would aid counties with
populations lower than Stat€

wide average.

COMBINATION

Would allow some adjustment:

for ability-to-pay or basic]

service costs while still
j

giving most funds to larger

counties.

FRD
3/26/80
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OPTION FOR STATE-LOCAL
AID PACKAGE

1. Property Tax Administration

Currently the State provides $75,000 annually in
grants to counties to improve land records management.
For 1979-80, $150,000 was provided to the State
Treasurer's Office to conduct a sales price-assessed
value ratio study across the State.

The General Assembly could;

(a) Increase the grants for land records management.
(b) Provide specific grant funds for property tax

administration through the Department of Revenue,

2. Restructure Aid to Counties

Currently the State is providing specific aid to
counties under an AFDC Equalization Fund which purportedly
is based on ability-to-pay, and funds distributed on a per
capita basis for health and social services administration.
In addition, the Governor has proposed aid to those
counties whose costs increased because of the 1978 switch
in the nursing home-rest home State reimbursement rates.

The General Assembly could;

(a) Combine these three categorical funds into an overall
aid-to-counties program which would be distributed
on population and ability-to-pay

.

(b) Add additional funds that would aid the transition
from State to local funding of the employers' share
of basic benefits from the Law Enforcement Officers
Benefit and Retirement Funds (LEOBRF)

.

(c) These actions would provide a basis for a State-
county revenue sharing program that would be compre-
hensive and ongoing.

3. Restructure Powell Bill Aid to Municipalities

Municipalities currently receive 1<: of the State
gasoline tax for street improvements and maintenance.
This amount is projected to decrease with the Highway
Fund. In addition, many municipalities have expressed
the need for greater flexibility in the use of these
funds for other transportation purposes.

The General Assembly could;

(a) Fund 50% of the budgeted Powell Bill funds from the
General Fund, which would prevent the loss of funds

« M-7



to municipalities and would allow this portion of
the gasoline tax to go toward the State Highway
Fund deficit.

(b) Add additional funds that would aid the transition
from State to local funding of the employers' share
of basic benefits from the Law Enforcement Officers
Benefit and Retirement Fund (LEOBRF)

.

(c) Allow municipalities to use this General Fund money
for "Transportation and Law Enforcement Purposes,"
including public transportation.

(d) Continue the Powell Bill aid at %<? of the gasoline
tax/ with the possibility of shaxing in any new
Highway Fund revenue proposals.

M-8



RESTRUCTURE AID TO COUNTIES

Current Aid ; (a) $2,248,736 AFDC Equalization Fund
distributed by a formula
set by the Social Services
Commission

(b) $3,000,000 Aid to health and social
services administration funded
by 1979 Session of the General
Assembly, distributed on the
basis of population.

Total Current Aid : (a) + (b) $5,248,736

Additional Aid Currently Proposed
(c) $5,026,012 Governor Hunt has proposed a

one-time reimbursement to those
counties adversely affected by
the 197 8 switch in nursing home-
rest home reimbursement rates.
This money would go only to
those counties showing a loss.

Total (a) + (b) + (c) $10,274,748

Approximate Annual Cost Counties LEOBRF Funding ; (d) $875,650

Total (a) + (b) + (c) + (d) $11,150,398

PROPOSAL (1) The General Assembly increase the current
aid of $5.25 million by $5.9 million.

(2) The total amount of $11.15 million would be
distributed to counties based on 75%
population and 25% ability-to-pay weighted
by population.

(3) The measure of ability-to-pay would be per
capita income because current data on property
tax bases is inadequate and inconsistent.

(4) This would provide:
(a) State-county revenue sharing on a

systematic comprehensive basis
(b) Adjustment for some differences in local

fiscal capacities
(c) Flexibility to county

commissioners while still providing
incentives to be cost-effective in
program expenditures.

w



Distribution Headings

AFDC-EQ

AID

GOVERN

LEORB

Method 1

Population

Method 2

Method 3

AFDC Equalizing Formula.

$3 million Aid to counties based on

population for administration public

health and social services.

Governor's proposal to aid counties for

previous overrun costs for Nursing Homes

and Rest Homes.

Employers share of funding for Law
Enforcement Officers Retirement Benefits.

Proposed distribution of AFDC-EQ + AID

+ GOVERN + LEORB monies on a 7 5%

population -*- 25% income basis.

Ranking counties on basis of 1977

population.

Ranking of Method 1 (Ranking of actual

current distribution of AFDC-EQ + AID

monies to counties.)

Ranking of distribution of AFDC-EQ + AID

GOVERN monies to counties on basis 7 5%

population + 25% per capita income.
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RESTRUCTURE POWELL BILL AID TO MUNICIPALITIES

Proposal

1. Reduce the local government share of monies from
from the !<? (one cent) per gallon gasoline tax
under the Powell Bill to JjC: (one-half cent)

2. Appropriate General Fund monies to be distributed
to local governments solely on the basis of
population.

3. Allow local governments to use these monies for
transportation and law enforcement activities

4. Allocate the remaining h'^ of Powell Bill monies
to the Highway Fund

5. Change the distribution formula of the H^ Powell
Bill monies from 75% population, 25% street
mileage to 50% population, 50% street mileage

Benefits of Proposal

I. Increase aid to local governments (10.21% increase)

A. Increase purposes for which local governments could
use these monies

1. Currently limited to road and bikeway construction,
maintenance and repair

2. Proposed purposes include law enforcement and
general transportation (including public trans-
portation)

3. Offset decline in revenues local governments
would experience under present system due to
decline in Highway Fund revenues

B. Aid local governments in offsetting transition costs
in picking up contributions for law enforcement
officer benefits (formerly state funded)

II. Provide relief to the Highway Fund which is experiencing
a decline in revenue.
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Distribution Impact
(Based on July 1, 1978 population)
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/d^lnAPPENDIX N

North Carolina Association of (bounty Commissioner.'
Legislative Research Committee Study:

State Revenue Sharing with Counties and Cities
December liS, 1979

A look at revenues and expenditures for county governments during the

past few years reveals a number of important trends. The changes in revenue

and expenditures reflect the need for an examination of the fiscal relation-

ship between county governments and the state. The most important trends

are highlighted below:

I . The County Revenue Base

• The property tax remains the most important source of tax

revenues for counties. Property taxes as a percentage of all

county tax revenues declined from 90.9% in 1969 to a low of

78% in 1974. However, the amount of money generated by property

' taxes more than doubled from 1969 to 1978, growing from $214 million

to $515 million. Further, since 1974, property tax revenues have

accounted for roughly 79% of all county tax revenues each year.

• The 1% local option sales tax has become the second most important

source of tax revenues for counties. 99 counties have adopted

the 1% tax. There is some evidence that counties were able to

stedsilize property tax rates in the short term by imposing the

sales tax.

• County property tax rates may be on the rise again. The average

county tax rate, after declining from 1972 through 1978, increased

in 1979 (from $.711 to $.722). Also, the number of counties

increasing their tax rates increased substantially in 1979-80.

51 counties posted tax rate increases in 1979-80 as opposed to

only 37 counties raising rates in 1978-79.
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II. state and Local Government Revenues ^

• Although the major tax revenues for local governments have grown

rapidly since 1971, the state's main revenue sources have grown

even faster. The growth rates of these tax revenues from 1971

to 1979 are listed below:

Property Tax Levies 97%

Individual Income Tax 198%

Corporate Income Tax 116%

Sales and Use Tax 115% (State portion only)

• The bases of the major tax revenues also show different rates

of growth. The main tax base for local government, assessed

property valuations, have not grown as much as taxable income.

A comparison of growth rates from 1966 to 1978 for the major

tax bases follows:

Taxable Income 26 5.3%

Assessed Valuation of Property 232.4%

Taxable Retail Sales 197.1%

III. County Government Expenditures

• Expenditures for state mandated services increased dramatically

between 197 2 and 197 8. The following summary shows total

operating expenditures from all sources for the major mandated

programs .

1971-72 1977-78

Education $779 $1,542

Social Services 36 122

Health 20 68

Mental Health 2 81

N-2
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• These four major mandated services still account for the bulk

of the budget for all counties, representing about 82% of all

expenditures by counties in 1971-72 and 1976-77 (This comparison

includes capital outlays)

.

• County government participation in financing education has increased

in the past several years. The share of current operating expenses

paid by counties has increased, rising from 16% in 1962 to 24% in

1978. At the same time, the percentages of support from state

and Federal sources have declined.

• Counties also provide a high proportion of capital expenditures

for education. Between 1974 and 1978, counties spent $436 million,

representing 65% of all education capital expenditures. The level

of county support is even more impressive since it was during this

same period that the state expended the bulk of the money obtained

from the 1973 bond issue.

After reviewing these trends, other background information, and the

legislative goals developed by the Association in recent years, the

Board of Directors of the N. C. Association of County Commissioners

adopted the following as the long-range general policy:

• Seek greater state financial participation in the state/county

programs of Education and Human Resources.
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